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Discussion. 
The PRESIDENT, in proposing  a hearty vote of thanks to the The President. 

Authors for their  valuable  Paper, remarked that  the subject 
dealt  with was of great  interest  at  the  present  day, because there 
was a growing  tendency on the  part of town workers to seek 
dwellings outside town  limits. As the  next  Paper  to be read 
before the  Institution  dealt  with  high-speed  electrical  generating- 
plant, it would not be necessary to consider that  part of the 
subject in  discussing the  Paper before the meeting. 

Mr. CHARLES HOPKINSON observed that  the Newcastle tramways 3Ir. Charles 
were  interesting  as  showing  the  rapid development of elect.ric Hol)kins"n. 
traction in England. In 1898, when  the Newcastle Corporation 
had been considering what  they should do, there  had been a 
keen  and prolonged fight over the  question  whether  they should 
adopt electric-trolley traction or a  cable  system. Nowadays such 
a contest would be impossible, because no cablo-tramway  system 
would satisfy  the  requirements of the  public  in  the  matter of speed. 
Those  requirements were continually increasing, and  the  regu- 
lations for the  limitation of speed, whether  applied to tramways 
or to  general use of the road,  were not complied with.  With 
regard  to engines, the  analogy between marine  engines and 
electric-traction  generators  was somewhat close. With a marine 
engine  running  in a heavy sea-way, and  the screw-propeller being 
alternately  lifted  out of the  water  and immersed again, the 
conditions  were very  similar  to those of a circuit-breaker  coming 
in  and going out;  and those  who had  had experience of the 
shock which occurred when  the  racing screw went  into  the  water 
again realized what severe  stresses had  to be dealt  with.  When 
the  propeller  went  out of the water, the speed rose in  exactly  the 
same  way as the speed of an  electric  generator rose when its 
circuit-breaker  was opened and relieved of its load. The con- 
dit,ions of a short-circuit before the circuit-breaker was opened 
were  not  met  with  in marine  practice ; but if the fly-wheel and 
the  armature of the  generator were more rigidly connected 
directly  with each other  than  through  the  shaft,  there seemed to 
be no reason to suppose that  the proportions of engines  which 
were suitable for marine work would  not bp equally  suitable for 
-tractios wgrk, 
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Mr. Bertrm Mr. BERTRAM HOPKINSON remarked  that  he wished to  say a few 
Hopkinson. words on two points ; one was  the  question of circuit-breakers, the 

other  was  the electrolysis of water-pipes. [The speaker’s observa- 
tions on circuit-breakers  are  omitted,  as  they summarized the  results 
of experiments  which  are  dealt  with  fully in  his  Paper on “ The 
Operation of Automatic Circuit-breakers, and  the  Effects of Short- 
Circuits on Dynamos.”] With  regard  to electrolysis, he desired 
to  draw  attention to Appendix 11. (p. SI), in  which were recorded 
the  results of some experiments made  since the  Paper was written. 
As there pointed  out, the  danger to  a  water-pipe from stray  currents 
due  to tramways-the rate  at  which it was corroded-depended 
solely on the  density  at  which those currents  left  the pipe. It was 
clear  that 5 amperes  escaping  over 1 square  metre of pipe  was much 
more dangerous than 50 amperes  escaping  over 100 square metres ; 
because in  the first case the  pipe would be eaten to holes at  that 
one place in  the course of a short time,  whereas in  the second case 
only comparatively insignificant  pitting over  a  much larger  area 
would occur. It appeared,  therefore, that  the  important  point  to 
be  aimed at  in  making  regulations  was  to  limit  the maximum 
current-density a t  which  the  current escaped from the pipes. For 
various reasons he proposed in  Appendix 11. to fix the maximum 
density a t  0 . 5  ampere  per  square  metre of pipe. Owners of 
gas-pipes might object to  that  limit,  but it looked as  though it 
might be a fair compromise. Since the  current would generally 
be  not uniform  over any  given  square metre, the  limit of current- 
density must, for the  sake of safety, be  further reduced, if it was 
to be  regarded from the  point of view of an  average over  a large 
area. To  be quite safe, 0 * 1 ampere was  all  that  he  thought 
should be allowed to come out of any  given  square  metre of pipe. 
Guided by  the  various considerations  mentioned in  the Appendix, 
he  suggested  two possible amendments  to  the Board-of-Trade 
rules. The  first  was  that,  instead of absolute limitation of the 
fall of potential for any  distance  to 7 volts, there should  be 
limitation of the  fall to,  say, 2 volts  per mile, with  an  absolute 
upper  limit of 10 volts. T’he rule in   that  form  would  be as 
easy, if  not somewhat  easier, to comply with,  and would confer 
greater  protection on pipes. The l ~5-volt  rule should  be 
amended 80 as  to make the  limit of potential allowed  between 
a water-pipe, or a gas-pipe, and  the  rail,  depend on the size 
of the pipe. He believed that, as i t  now stood, the rule was 
really more stringent  than was necessary to  protect pipes of large 

’ Post, p. 353, 
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size, say 6 inches  or more in diameter. On the  other  hand, it was Mr. Bertram 
hardly  strict  enough  to protect small pipes 1 inch  or 2 inches in  Hopkinson* 
diameter,  especially if  they were laid  in a highly conductive soil, 
such  as clay, and  at  right  angles to the  track. A good deal, of 
course, must depend upon  the  nature of the soil. It appeared 
from the  Table  in  Appendix II., which showed the  results of 
some rough  experiments made by himself, that  ordinary  clay  had 
considerably less resistance than  gravel (which might be considered 
to be  represented by  silver sand with 10 per  cent. of tap-water), 
so that pipes laid  in  clay were undeniably i n  greater  danger 
than pipes laid  in  gravel;  and especially  was corrosion likely 
to occur where, as suggested in the  Paper,  there  was a pocket 
of clay  in  gravel, so shaped as  to  take  up  the  stray  currents 
and focus them on a particular  area of the pipe. A conical 
mass of clay  having  its  apex  against  the  pipe  and  its base in  
contact  with a large  area of the  under surface of the track-bed, the 
surrounding soil being of highly  resistant  gravel, would, he  felt 
sure,  result  in corrosion of the  pipe  with a difference of potential 
considerably less than 1 a 5  volt. Where  any  such  distribution of 
soil  was known to exist, i t  should  be carefully watched by pipe- 
owners. He  had  not said anything  in Appendix 11. about  what 
was  known  as " joint-jumping electrolysis," because he  had  never 
encountered any case, and  had  never come across any one who . 
had. It seemed to  him  that it was a thing  not  very  likely to  
ocour ; and  in accordance with  that opinion and  the views he  had 
already expressed, he thought it was  rather beside the  point  to 
do, as  many  others  had done, namely, determine  the  currents i n  
the  pipe  and  draw inferences from such  data. What it was  really 
necessary to do was to look after  the  current-density. He  thought 
owners of gas-pipes and water-pipes might be quite  content  to 
take back the whole of the  current of tramways, provided it left 
their pipes a t  a  sufficiently low  density. 

points  about  the  diagrams  that  he would like  further explained. In  
Fig. 13, Plate 1, if he understood it rightly,  there were two  gene- 
rators  working  in  parallel on entirely  separate bus-bars. That 
might  be a difficult thing  in  certain instances, because it would 
not  be possible to load both  generators  as economically as if the 
bars were coupled together. It might  happen  that  about half the 
load was on each generator ; whereas if  the  two bus-bars  were put 
in  parallel, one generator could be fully loaded. It was a thing 
less likely  to occur in  tramway work than  in  lighting;  but  in a 
similar case where  he  had wished to  have long feeders worked in  
parallel  with  short feeders, he  had  had  two positive  bus-bars and 

Mr. BERNARD M. JENKIN remarked that  there were one or two &lr. Jenkin. 
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fir- Jenkin. two  negative bus-bars, putting  separate machines on the  two ; and 
i n  order  to  equalize the load so that more than one generator was 
never  running  lightly loaded, a booster had been placed between 
the  two positive  bus-bars and between the  two  negative bus-bars, 
SO that  current could be  transferred from one bar  to  the other, both 
on the positive and on the  negative side. In   that  way  full  loading 
of the machines was  ensured  as  far as possible. He also noticed 
that on the  diagram  the  rails were marked “- 2 volts ” at  certain 
points. That seemed hardly-  to  agree  with  the Board-of-Trade 
regulations,  which  limited  the  figure  to 1.5 volt. Perhaps  he 
misunderstood the  diagram  in  that respect.  Again, the  Authors 
did not  mention  where  they  put  the earth-plates. It was pointed 
out  that  they could not be  connected  to the  negative  bus-bars; 
but  where’were  the  earth-plates  put  in  that case, and where  was 
the  return  current from the  earth,  which  they were required  by 
the Board of Trade  to measure and keep a record of, measured ? 

Ma.ior-Gencr.tl Major-General C. E. WEBBER considered that  the electrolysis of 
pipes  was a subject  that  had few parallels  in  regard to the 
amount of discussion to  which it had  given  rise in  the  past 
10 or 12 years. The  Authors  brought  forward  interesting  matter, 
but some  of it was more of a suggestive  than of an advisory 
character. I n  1893, before Lord Cross’s Committee, Parliament 
had come to a  definite  decision as to the  way  in which 
protection should be afforded to  those  distributors of water, 
gas, or electricity, who already  had easements of the soil. In 
order to show how careful Parliament had been, and how this 
new  industry  had been hampered and restricted,  he would read 
the model clauses which  had  then been adopted.’ The first  clause 
was : “The undertakers  shall . . . employ either  insulated  returns 
or  uninsulated  metallic  returns of low resistance.” No clause could 
be more stringent  than  that.  The second was : ‘‘ The  undertakers 
shall  take all reasonable precautions in  constructing, placing, and 
maintaining  their electric lines  and circuits, and other works of 
all description, and also in  working  their  undertaking so as not 
injuriously  to affect, by fusion or electrolytic action, any gas or 
water pipes, or other  metallic  pipes,  structures, or substances.’’ 
Another clause  prescribed that  the  undertakers should not “ inter- 
fere  with  the  working of any wire, line,  or  apparatus, from time to 
time used for the purpose of transmitting  electric power, or of 
telegraphic, telephonic, or electric signalling communication, or 
the  currents in such  wire,  line,  or apparatus.” The  third clause 

Report from the Joint Committee , . ~ on Electric Ppecs (Protectiyg 
Glrbuses). &ondon, 1893, 
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empowered the Board of Trade  to make rules  to  prevent fusion Major-General 
or  injurious  electrolytic  action on gas-pipes, water-pipes, etc., 6‘ and Webher* 
for minimising, as far  as is reasonably  practicable, injurious  inter- 
ference with  the  electric wires,  lines, and  apparatus of other  parties 
and  the  currents  therein,  whether  such  lines do or do not use the 
earth  as a return.” I t  was evident  that  every one who held  the soil 
before the  invasion of the  stray  currents from tramway  lines  was 
amply  and  almost  severely protected by  that  instruction.  The 
Board of Trade  had  then proceeded to make certain rules, with 
which  the  Paper  dealt,  and  which  he  thought were worthy of 
attention. Those rules  had been drawn  up  in 1894. The  gentle- 
man who had been responsible to the Board of Trade for framing 
them  was  present, as was also the  gentleman  who  was  now 
responsible to  the  Board for protecting  water-  and gas-pipes from 
stray  currents ; and  he hoped the  meeting would hear from them 
all  that could be  said  either  in  support  or in criticism of the 
remarks of the Authors.  Curiously  enough, the  antagonism of 
interests  had  continued from 1893 until 1901, when, as would be 
remembered, the  South  Metropolitan Gas Company and  the  Water 
Company which  served  the same area  had opposed a Bill for the 
construction of a tramway  line  at Bexley. Upon that case the 
most heated discussion had  arisen,  and  the most opposite opinions 
had been expressed, before a Committee of the House of Commons, 
an arena from which,  he  thought,  the discussion would have been 
much  better  transferred  to  the  theatre of the  Institution.  The 
discussion had been of especial interest to engineers, because on one 
side  there  had been the  statements of scientific experts-of gentle- 
men who had made the  subject a matter of the  strictest  theoretical 
study-and on the  other  side  there  had been the  statements of 
practical  experts  who believed they could prove  that  everything 
the  theoretical  experts recommended was wrong. The question 
had  then  arisen  whether  the  Bill should pass, and  Parliament  had 
wisely decided that   i t  should pass, with  the  original model clauses : 
but  the differences of opinion  still existed, and  they were brought 
out  in  the  Paper.  He hoped the  gentlemen  to whom he  had 
alluded would comment on the  suggestion made therein  as  to 
the  regulation of the  density of stray  currents  entering  neigh- 
bouring pipes, so that  the  minimum effect might  take place  over 
a larger surface. Before the  Parliamentary Committee, evidence 
had been given  that 2 amperes would remove, in 1 year, 4 lb. of 
iron,  and in other places and  under  other conditions 26 lbs. of iron. 
He  thought those  who might speak that  evening would agree  that 
the  practical  result of electrolytic action in  the removal of iron  in 
fm-o-ds oqido q i g h t  be redyced generally in practice to between 
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Major-General lb. and 2\ lb. per  square  yard of surface. Discussion of the  sub- 
Webberm ject  was valuable, because it showed the importance of obtaining 

the most accurate  laboratory evidence on all engineering  matters. 
It also showed the necessity of discussing such questions  down 
to  their foundation ; because if a dispute  again arose, and i t  was 
alleged  that  the work of one industry was doing  insidious  injury 
to  the  plant of another,  and if the question of the  actual degree of 
injury  was ignored, there still existed,  between  modern  engineer- 
ing industries,  antagonism  which should not  be  perpetuated. In  
one way  the companies owning  the pipes placed themselves some- 
what  in  the  wrong. It had been proved to  them  that, if they 
would  allow  a metallic connection  between their  pipes  and  the 
return conductor for conveying  the  negative  current to the 
generating-station,  there would be no electrolytic action.  Owners 
seemed to  have been told that  at  the  joints  in  the pipes, where a 
difference of potential occurred when  the  current was  passing from 
one length of pipe  to  the  other,  there  was danger. They  might, 
with perfect safety,  have compromised the whole matter,  and saved 
themselves from a good deal of possible danger  and  injury, if they 
had  only adopted that common-sense arrangement. He supposed 
there was some feeling  that  they  were  not prepared toallow  the  stray 
currents,  amounting  in some instances  to a  considerable  number of 
amperes, to  return  along  their pipes, and  they  tried  to  have a rule 
passed by  which  not  only would they  be protected in  the  way 
ably devised by  the Board of Trade,  but  they would also receive 
compensation as  time  went on for all  the  injury  they could charge 
against  the users of electricity.  There were many  points in  the 
Paper  which  were of great  interest,  and  he  congratulated  the 
Authors on the  able  way  in  which it had been  prepared. 

Major Cardew. Major P. C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r e m a r k e d  that  he  had expected to  hear General 
Webber  make some attack upon the  regulations  drawn  up  by  the 
Board of Trade in 1894 ; but he  had been unable  to  detect  any 
such  criticism of them  in  the observations of that speaker. Of 
course a great  deal of experience had been acquired  since the 
year 1894, and it was  quite possible that  in  particular  instances 
special regulations would be more suitable  to  the circumstances. 
But  the  regulations of the Board had  to be general in  effect; 
and it was  admitted by the  Authors,  and he thought  by every- 
body, that  under conditions which were not  at  all  unlikely 
to occur, the  existing  regulations were by no means excessive 
i n  stringency. He well remembered that  when  the  regulations 
-for which  to some extent  he  had been responsible-had been 
made, grave apprehension had been expressed as  to  whether 
it would be practicable to  adhere  strictly  to  them;  but 80 far 
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as  his  own  experience  went,  he  thought no real  difficulties  had Major Cardew. 
been met  with,  nor  had  the  expense  involved been so considerable 
as to interfere  seriously  with  the  progress of electric  traction in  
England. As the Authors  were so nearly connected with  his 
deeply-regretted  friend  Dr. John Hopkinson, it might  perhaps 
be  of interest to  mention that  he had  never been able  to  persuade 
Dr. Hopkinson-although  he  had been quite  alive  to  the possi- 
bilities of electrolytic damage-to realize  or to  admit  that it 
would ever be necessary  to  provide anything  better  than  the  best 
possible  connection of the  rails  with  the  earth. He  mentioned 
this  with reference  to the question of negative boosters, which 
was  also  dealt  with  in  the  Paper.  With  the  arrangement  there 
proposed he  quite agreed. In the course of a recent  dis- 
cussion in the  Institution  he  had made some remarks’ on the 
use of negative boosters  for the purpose of drawing  the 
return  currents from the rails,  and  had  mentioned that he  had 
originally  suggested  the idea. That was perfectly true ; but  un- 
fortunately  he  had also  said that he  understood that Mr. Gisbert 
Eapp, who had  obtained  a  patent on the  subject,  had abandoned 
his  patent.  Since  then,  however,  he  had  heard  from Mr. Eapp  that 
he  had  not  given  up  his  patent,  and  that  he  held  that  his booster 
arrangement  was  independent of what Major Cardew had  sug- 
gested.  Probably that  was so, as  he  had  every confidence in  
Mr. Kapp’s ability.  He would  not  have  said so much  if  he  had 
studied Mr. Kapp’s patent ; but  he  had  been  under  the impression 
at   the time of speaking  that  that  patent  had  been  given  up  in 
consequence of it having been  discovered that he  had  suggested 
the arrangement  previously. With  regard  to  the  remainder of the 
Paper,  which  contained  valuable  information,  he would only  remark 
that perhaps the Authors  had  argued  a  little too much  from the 
particular t o  the general.  They  laid  down  rules  which  might 
be taken  to be generally  applicable  to  electric  traction on tram- 
ways, but  which would hardly  apply  in  all cases. The methods 
of laying  out  and  working  tramways  differed  very much, accord- 
ing to the conditions of the  various  towns  in  which  they  were 
situated ; and it was  difficult  to  lay down anything  like  a  general 
rule  for  the  working of electrical  traction. He alluded  especially  to 
the remarks made on pp. 63 and 65 as  to  the “ best and  safest ” way of 
working traffic up-hill. He had  nothing  to  say  against ‘‘ safest ” ; 
but he  did not think such  a  rule  as that  a oar  should be able  to do 
at  least 12 miles  per  hour  under  any  conditions of gradient 

Minutes of Procecdisp Inst. C.E., vol. orlix. p. 99. 
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Dlajor Cardew. or  load  which it was  liable  to meet, could be  made general for 
tramways. In  a town  where  the roads were  level,  or  where  there 
was a fair proportion of inclines,  such a general  rule  might  apply; 
but  where  there was, say, one short  hill  in a district otherwise 
flat, it could hardly do so. At p. 65 the  Authors said that  putting 
motors in  parallel was  undesirable, because i t  seriously  increased 
the  fluctuations of the load due to the car. A little  later  in  the 
Paper  the  Authors proposed to reserve parallel  running for the 
steeper  gradients ; and of course the  fluctuations  thereby produced 
would be a t  a maximum. He  quite agreed, however, that if i t  was 
found expedient to use motors powerful  enough  to drive a car  up  the 
steepest  hill  at 12 miles  per  hour, and  the motor power was  avail- 
able, it should  be done : the  energy expended in  mounting a hill  at 
that speed was but  little more than was  required  to mount i t  slowly. 

Colonel Colonel R. E. B. CROMPTON, C.B., remarked  that,  valuable  as were 
Crompton. the Authors’  careful experiments on electrolytic action, they  had 

not gone far  enough  to  enable  the members to know  as  much as 
they  ought  to  know on that most important question. I t  was 
highly desirable to  ascertain  whether  the Board-of-Trade rules 
did  give  the  protection  they were  said  to afford ; and  he believed 
full knowledge  would only be arrived a t  if some independent 
authority,  such  as  the  National  Physical  Laboratory, made a 
series of tests  and  thoroughly  investigated  the  matter.  The  tests 
should be made on earth-plates of various kinds, of approved  shape 
and  material,  which  should  be  put down a t  fixed distances from 
the  rails,  and  at fixed distances from each other. The electrolytic 
action on those plates  should be observed and noted,  not  a few 
times, but  at  regular  intervals  extending over  a number of 
years. Such observations were  as  important  as  the  magnetic 
observations which  had been  carried on for many years. It was 
necessary to  study  electrolytic action on metal embedded in  the 
ground  near  electric  railways or other sources of stray  electric 
currents. He could foresee that serious disputes were likely  to 
arise  out of the  matter  in  the  future. It would not at  all follow 
that  action  which  was observed to  have  taken place on metals 
embedded in  the  ground  was caused by  electric  railways or tram- 
ways,  even though  such  undertakings  might  happen  to  exist  very 
near  to  the objects damaged. In  many cases the action might be 
attributable to other causes, lighting  installations perhaps. I t  
was  known  that considerable leakage took place in  electric-light 
circuits, in  many cases through consumers’ premises. He thought, 
therefore, i t  must be  assumed that  in  the  future  there would be 
stray  currmts;  and ope of the objects o f  the series of  tests be 
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proposed would be  to show what were the best means of pro- Colonel 
tecting  metals  laid  in  the  earth.  For  many  years  various compo- Crompton’ 
sitions,  such as varnishes, had been used for protecting water-pipes. 
At first sight  it  would be thought  that those varnishes  ought to 
afford some considerable  degree of protection against  the action of 
stray  currents. It was said, however, that,  although  varnishes 
might  prevent action on parts of the  pipe  where  the  coating  was 
continuous,  wherever the  coating of varnish was interrupted  the 
action  was intensified, and  pitting took place. There could be 
no doubt  that useful information would he obtained from a set 
of tests  such as he  had  described;  and it was  with  the object 
of getting  the  matter seriously considered by  the Committee of 
the  National  Physical  Laboratory  that  he made these remarks. 
Isolated  experiments  such  as those  made by  the  Authors could not 
carry  the  matter  far  enough  to be of real use in  the endeavour to 
prevent damage to  underground metal-work. 

about  the sound choice of Lancashire boilers and  marine  engines 
instead of the specially  designed plant  which claimed to be  better, 
though  he believed the claim was merely an  expedient of competi- 
tion. But  the subject  to which  he  had  given most attention  was 
naturally  that of the Board-of-Traderegulations. It was a consider- 
able  responsibility  for  him  to  speak on the subject, and  he wished 
to  say  at once that  he spoke as a member of the  Institution. He 
was  not  present  to defend the Board-of-Trade regulations ; and 
even  if  he were, his  task would be an easy one if  the  attacks made 
on them  were no more serious than  were  to be found in  the  Paper 
and in the discussion hitherto.  The  Authors suggested  among other 
things  that  the  rule  should  not specify 7 volts for any distance, but 
should limit  the  number of volts  per mile. I n  France  the  regula- 
tion was  a  maximum of 5 volts in  all,  and of 1 volt per  kilometre. 
He did  not  quite see how the  matter would be  improved by defining 
the distance. The  Authors suggested 2 volts per  mile of track. He 
fancied that  even American engineers  did  not  want to  go to that 
length.  Under  the  English practice, on a short  line 2 or 3 miles 
long nobody suffered. As far  as  he  knew, nobody wished to use 
the  full 7 volts now permitted on the  short  track. Most engineers 
measured the  voltage spontaneously in  order to  keep an eye on the 
bonding, even  upon  short  lengths of line, using a  recording  volt- 
meter, with  another  as a reserve, and a multiple  switch to switch 
on the different pilot  wires in rotation.  Taking a longer  line, 
he believed standard American practice 4 or 5 years ago  over 
a 7-mile or %mile line  had been a drop of about 30 to 35 volts. 

Mr. A. P. TROTTER observed that  he would like to say  something m. Tlotter, 
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Mr. Trotter. He was  not  aware  that  anybody  in  England  wanted  to follow such 
an example : it might be good enough for America. For  trans- 
mission farther  than 6 or 7 miles from the works, boosters were 
naturally  put down, or other means  were used, such as those 
suggested in  the  Paper (Fig. IZ), for reducing  the  fall of potential. 
The  French  rule  was mentioned, together  with a great  deal of 
valuable information, in a Paper 1 by Mr. G. Claude. In   that  
Paper  the Board-of-Trade rules and the  French  rules were  dis- 
cussed, and further  rules were suggested. Much information 
was  obtainable from the  results of actual  experiments by Mr. 
Claude on the corrosion of plates  put  into  the  ground and sub- 
jected  to currents,  the  currents  in  the pipes having been measured 
and the  ratio found  between the corrosion actually  taking place 
and  that  to be  predicted  theoretically. In  the  Paper  under 
discussion the  question  was  dealt  with  partly from a theoretical 
and partly from a practical  point of view. The  practical informa- 
tion  was  what  was required, and unfortunately it was chiefly of 
a negative character. The  Authors were of opinion that  the 
time  had  not  yet come when sufficient experience had been accumu- 
lated to judge of these things : but electric tramways  in  England 
were not  things of yesterday. The Blackpool line  had been 
started 172 years, the Bessbrook and Newry  line 17& years, and 
the  City and South London line 12 years, ago. In the  City and 
South London line  there  had been a fall of 20 volts on the  tunnel 
a t  one time, which  had produced the  only case of corrosion of 
which  he  had ever  heard. The Leeds tramways  had been started 
112 years ago. It was true  that  the  original  station on the Round- 
hay  line  had been removed; and that  was  the most negative 
point  and  the place where most corrosion would  be expected, so 
that continuous  experience had not been obtained. The  South 
Staffordshire line  had been started  nearly 10 years ago, and had 
been constructed  with  short  light rails, and  with  little bits of 
bonding. He believed the resistance of the bonds was equal  to  the 
resistance of about  half  the  length of the rails. That  tramway , 

was  still  working,  with no change in  the pressure of 300 volts, 
instead of 500 volts. As far as he knew, there had not been a 
symptom of corrosion: yet  if  there  was one place in  England 
where corrosion might be  expected it was on that line. Although 
it had been looked for, he  had been told  by  the local authorities 
that  not a trace of corrosion had been found:  and  that was the 

Bulletin de la Soci6t6  Internationale des Electriciens,  vol. xvii. pp, 238 and 
252 ; also Engineering, vol. lxxi. p. 590. 
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case on a line  which  had been started before the Board-of-Trade Mr. Trotter. 
rules were  suggested,  those rules  having been made 2 or 3 years 
later.  For  several years,  therefore, the  South Staffordshire line 
had  not been run  under  them,  the  rules not having been made 
retrospective. They  had been imposed later on, and  the  line 
had been more or less brought  up to date ; but even now, from 
other  standpoints  than  that of electrolysis, it was  a most interesting 
line. It was of English  manufacture  throughout; it was  the 
earliest example of a side  running  trolley;  and it had  many 
features  which  might  well  be copied by modern  contractors. 
Since the  framing of the Board-of-Trade Regulations 84 years 
ago, many  electric  railways  had been constructed. The  tramways 
of Bristol,  which  had been running for 7 4  years, had  not been 
mentioned; nor  those of Coventry, 7 years  old;  and in  Dublin, 
another  extensive line, to  which no reference had been made, had 
existed  for 63 years. He was  certain  that  if corrosion had 
happened even to the  extent of one hundredth  part of what  had 
been found in the  United  States,  something would have been heard 
of it. A pipe had been taken round to  the committee rooms and 
other places, which  had been found in  the  yard of the  City  and 
South London Railway, where, as  already mentioned,  a 20-volt 
drop  had for some time been allowed on the  tunnel.  That pipe, 
he believed, had been buried  in ashes ; its discovery had been the 
result of dropping some heavy machinery in  the  yard in which i t  
lay ; and  the pipe, having been broken thereby,  had been dug  up 
and  found  to be corroded. Corroded pipes might  have been seen in  
the  Potteries  district  long before any  tramways came into existence 
-pipes in  which  hardly  any  iron was left;  but  the  Potteries 
electric  tramways  had been running for some years, and no cor- 
rosion had been complained of. The same state of things existed 
in  other  parts of the  country; every one knew  what would happen 
to  wrought-iron  pipes buried in aehes and cinders. He  had  not 
seen  a single case of pure corrosion in tramways  working  under 
the  ordinary Board-of-Trade regulations.  There  might be  some; 
there  had been one or two  accidental cases connected with electric- 
lighting leakages ; but  he  was  speaking of normal cases. It had 
already been suggested that  the  arena for discussion of the subject 
might  well be the  Institution  instead of committee rooms of 
the Houses of Parliament.  When  such  matters were dealt  with 
by lawyers, they were dealt  with in the  legal fashion. The questions 
were  not  dealt  with as scientific facts-as engineering experience ; 
they became ‘‘ evidence.” The evidence of opposing parties was 
sometimes sprung by one party upon the  other ; and, for all  he 
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Mr. Trotter. knew,  there  might be bits of highly  interesting corroded pipe 
treasured  up  in  the chambers of some parliamentary  barrister 
or  expert witness, which would  be sprung  upon engineers, 
when  the proper time came. Putting  such  instances aside, he 
knew of no cases of corrosion. But in the absence of experience 
he  had been making some experiments. Some time ago it had 
been  said that  tramways worked with  alternating  current  were 
not  liable to cause any corrosion. Alternating-current corrosion 
was outside the scope of the  Paper,  but  he hoped he would be 
permitted to allude to  the  matter, because to some extent it 
related  to  current-density. i-Ie had  felt  that it was  not  likely 
alternating  currents would  be  free  from  corrosion;  and, taking 
two pieces of lead  pipe,  one of which was on the  table,  he 
had  buried  them  in moist earth  in a box, and  had subjected them 
for  a month to an alternating  current, from Deptford, of 1 ampere. 
The  two pipes had faced each other, about 4 inches  apart. A thick 
white  crust of what  he  thought was  carbonate of lead had formed. 
It was an interesting  fact  that  the  patch was definitely limited, 
showing  that  at less than a certain  current-density, or difference 
of potential, no corrosion took place. He had used lead because, 
the electro-chemical equivalent of lead being  higher,  the  product 
of the  action  was of larger  amount  than  with  iron ; and further, it 
was  an  insoluble  white  crust  which could easily be seen. Recently 
Mr. Mordey, in  reply  to  the discussion upon his  Paper,  had 
suggested’ that  the  experiments made by G. Mengarini showed 
that  alternating  currents at a less density  than 4 amperes per 
square  inch would not cause corrosion by  electrolytic action. He 
had measured the  area of the  pipe affected, and  had found it to  be 
about 40 square  inches ; so that  about 2c ampere per  square  inch 
had produced the effect shown. After Mr. Mordey’s remarks, he 
had  thought it would be  well  to  make some experiments to ascer- 
tain  whether  there  was a critical  current-density below which no 
corrosion might be found. He had  already  tried  many  experiments 
on lead wire  in  the Board-of-Trade laboratory  with continuous 
current, in  attempting  to find such a point ; but  he  had  not found 
it. In his  experiments  he  had ro t  used clay  or gravel, but 
simply  ordinary  damp soil. Chemists, he believed, gave  the name 
cc humus” t o  the  active  principle of soil which  was supposed to 
attack  the lead. He  had  started  the experiment with  alternating 
current  at 83 periods per second, and  with  the  current-density a t  
which  he  had  left off in the previous  experiment,  namely, &ampere 

* Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxlix. p. 162. 
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per  square inch. Taking  four lead  plates, each 4 inches  square, Mr. Trotter. 
he  had  painted  them  with  varnish,  with  the exception of square . 
spaces in  the middle, as shown by  the following Table :- 

Plate 
NO. 

S I  

4 ;  

Unvarnished Portlons of Surfaces. Current-Density. 

Front. 1 Back. l !  Ampere Square Inch. per  Square  Ampereu  Metre. per 

_ _  

9.7 

2.42 

0.605 

By the  end of a month a thick  white  incrustation of lead had formed 
on Nos. 1 and 2 and a thinner  coating on the  larger plates, the 
corrosion being  apparently  proportional  to  the  current-density. 
[The speaker exhibited  the plates.] With continuous current 
the’corrosion  would probably  have been about double. Such  ex- 
periments  were  well  worthy of attention,  and  he hoped the 
National  Physical  Laboratory,  which  had much better  facilities 
than  he had,  would continue them. So far  as  the  frequency of 
alternating  currents  was concerned, he would imagine  that,  the 
lower the frequency, the  greater  the chance of corrosion. He 
supposed that since the product  was an insoluble salt of lead, what 
was produced by one  phase  was not decomposed by the  othor 
phase. There was no possibility of protection in  alternating- 
current work by arranging  the  polarity of the conductor, as  there 
was  in  continuous-current work. In Appendix 11. Mr. B. Hop- 
kinson suggested  a rule  limiting  the  current-density  to a very 
small  quantity, namely, 0 * 1 ampere  per  square metre. If  the 
Board-of-Trade regulations could be  framed in  that way, i t  
would  be an  admirable  thing.  If  it could be  arranged  that 
no current  should  leave a pipe a t  a higher  density  than a 
specified number of amperes per square metre, the  trouble would 
no doubt be at an  end. But  who  was  to do it? The  rule 
appeared  to be an impracticable one to  carry  out ; its enforcement 
could not be  inspected or controlled. He  imagined  that  such 
things  had been carefully considered when  the  rules  had been 
framed in  1894. That  morning  he  had been reading  through  the 
Proceedings of the Conference of the 21st  February, 1894, which 
had  led  up  to  the ?-volt rule ; and considering the  way in which, 
i n  those early days, with so little experience, that figure had 
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Mr. Trotter. been arrived  at, its adoption seemed to  him  to  be almost an 
inspiration.  The  limit chosen had  hurt  neither tramway-owners 
nor owners of pipes. It was  known that it was  not  the  voltage 
which  did  the  mischief;  that  was  only  the  indication  that 
the  current  was there. The  voltage  was  not even the  direct 
cause of the mischief; but it was  the  only  thing  that could easily be 
measured. The 1 -5-volt  rule  he  preferred  to  call  the LeclanchB- 
cell rule. Few  voltmeters  had been in  use in the  early days, 
and i t  had been  suggested at  the  time  that  any one could get a 
LeclanchC! cell and a  detector, and make the  test for himself, as 
he  had done. The 1 a5-volt rule  had been said to indicate ignorance 
about electrolysis  on the  part of various people, including  the 
Board of Trade. It was supposed the  fact  that decomposition of 
water between platinum electrodes was  not  obtained  with a 
current of less than a certain  voltage  had  led  to  the  regulation. 
Whether it had done so or not was of no consequence. When 
there was no greater difference of potential  than 1.5 volt between 
rails  and water-pipes, it indicated, he  thought,  that  the  tramways 
were in  such good condition that no danger was to be expected. 
I f  also it was found  that  the 7-volt rule  was observed, and  further, 
if effective earth-plates were  obtained, and  not more than 2 amperes 
per  mile  was  brought back, or 5 per cent. of the  total  current,  then 
it might safely  be concluded that  the  tramway  was in good 
condition;  although those three elements  were not  the  three  direct 
elements  which  were  likely  to cause the trouble. The  Authors 
said  they  kept  the  negative bus-bar at   the works a t  Newcastle 
a t  about 10 volts below the most negative  point on the rails. 
That  plan  might work satisfactorily  if  the  line were carefully 
controlled. An engineer  had once suggested to  him  that, as a 
provisional arrangement for the first 2 or 3 years, he wanted, 
not  to connect the  rails  anywhere  to  the bus-bars, but  to  have 
a 20-volt drop upon the feeders. He had  pointed  out to  that 
engineer  that,  if  the traffic were  not fairly continuous and  steady, 
he  might occasionally find the  direction of the  current reversed, if 
he  attempted  to  maintain  such a large difference of potential. Even 
with a drop of 10 volts  he  thought  careful  watch  was needed to 
insure  that  the most negative  point upon the  rails remained so, 
and  that no reversal took place. With  regard to the separately- 
excited or constantly-excited boosters, the first booster he  had  had 
to  deal  with,  although  he had never seen it working, was  one 
upon the  line between Cape Town  and  Wynberg,  where  there  ha4 
been a drop of 35 volts in  7 miles, which  had seriously interfered 
with  the  submarine  telegraph cable. For that reason, as well as 
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on account of possibilities of electrolysis, pressure had been Mr. Trotter. 
brought  to  bear  upon  the Company i n  order  to  have  the  matter 
remedied. A booster had been  suggested, and  he  had been told 
that  the  line now  worked very  satisfactorily  with a drop of 4 or 5 
volts. The  arrangement  first  suggested  had been B separately- 
excited booster ; but  he  had pointed out  that  if  when  the booster 
was run  the whole line  were  shut  down  and  all  the  cars  were 
taken off, current would be  sent round and  round  the  circuit, as 
was evident from Fig. 14 of the  Paper:  the booster, having no 
current  to suck,  would generate one round its own  circuit. That 
had  to be guarded against. The  original  arrangement suggested 
by Major Cardew, and possibly at  the same time  by Mr. Kapp, 
was a series-excited booster in  which  the  out-going feeder, or a 
shunt of the feeder, excited  the field, so that  the  sucking effect 
was proportional to  the  amount of current  to be sucked. That 
seemed to be the  best  arrangement,  but  the  Authors said that  in 
their case it was too complicated,  for the feeders did  not  lend 
themselves to  such  an  arrangement.  He  did  not  know  what  ground 
the A.uthors had for their  statement on p. 76 : “Assuming, 
however, that corrosion does take place, it must be accompanied 
by  an  electrolytic  fall of potential  between  the  earth  and  the pipe, 
which  will  amount to, say, 0 * 5 volt ” ; but when the 1 &volt rule 
was attacked-and attacked it had been-it was shown that 
those who  framed it were not  aware  that  there  might be 
electrolytic corrosion at extremely  small differences of potential. 
He  had  not found in  any text-book what  that amounted to. It was 
known  that  in  the deposition of copper there was extremely  small 
electromotive force;  but  he  was  not at   al l  prepared to  say  t>hat 
0 . 5  volt  was  to  be looked for or to  be taken  as a  safeguard. 
The  Authors  thought  that  all would  be well provided the  current 
got  out a t  a very  low  density:  there  he disagreed with them. 
They  had  with  them Mr. Claude and one or  two  other  tramway 
engineers;  but  he  felt  that  if  the  current  had  to be taken  out of a 
pipe  into  which it had  got, it ought  to be taken  out  by means of 
a metallic  circuit. He had often impressed upon  owners of water- 
pipes that  their  surest protection was a metallic  bonding between 
the pipes and  the most negative  point of the  circuit ; either  the 
bus-bars, or, where these  were a t  a considerable distance from the 
tramways,  the  point of connection of the  insulated  return  with  the 
rails. The  regulations provided  for this  as  an  alternative : they 
said that if  a good connection to  earth could not be  obtained by the 
earth-plates,  then,  with  the consent of the owners, the connection 
might be made ; but  he  lost no opportunity of taking  the responsi- 
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Mr. Trotter. bility of recommending that  the connection  should  be made. 
Mr. Claude  contended that  if it was made, more current  might 
get  into  the  pipes  than  was  there  before:  that  was a matter 
of measurement. Mr. Claude had shown  how easy it was to  
measure the  current  in  the pipes. He had often  asked tram- 
way  engineers to  measure the  current flowing in a water- or 
gas-main, and  then  to bond the  main to the most negative 
point,  and measure the  current  again t o  see if it was increased. 
The  only  danger  which  might  arise from an increase would be 
the  joint-jumping  current,  which  the  Authors ignored. He 
thought  it  might  well  be  ignored  in  tramways constructed and 
worked  according to  English practice. I t  had occurred in  the 
States ; but  with moderate currents controlled under  the Board-of- 
Trade regulations, when  the  current  did  get  away  into  the  earth 
i t  was at  an  extremely low current-density,  and he  did not  think it 
would trouble to enter  the pipe ; further, Zf the pipe had  high 
resistance at  the  joints,  the  current would not  adopt  the pipe as 
a path. 

Prof. Ayrton. Professor W .  E. AYRTON remarked  that  he  had been making, in  
conjunction with Professor Perry, a large  number of experiments 
on corrosion; but  as  he  and  his colleague proposed to submit  the 
results  to  the  Institution  in  the form of a Paper,  h8 would only 
refer to one or two points. He  ventured  to  think  that Mr. Claude, 
to whose opinions Mr. Trotter  had referred, had been mistaken 
in  several of the  results  he  had obtained. Mr. Claude im- 
plied that  the  currents  in pipes were very small.  One of the first 
steps  taken  by Professor Perry and himself had been to  ascertain 
really  what were the  currents  in pipes in the neighbourhood of an 
electric-traction system. They  had examined  a pipe  in  the  neigh- 
bourhood of an electric  railway, because it had been  pointed out 
in  a prominent electrical journal  that if an electric tubular  railway 
some 60 feet below the surface of the  ground were really worked in  
conformity with  the 7-volt rule, it would be quite impossible for a 
current  to be  detected in a gas-pipe near  the surface of the  earth,  in 
consequence of the  working and return conductors being  inside an 
iron tube. There were various ways of ascertaining  the  strength 
of the  current  in a  pipe, such as the  indirect  way of measuring 
the difference of potential between  two  points, then  estimating 
the resistance of the iron, and from these data  deducing  the 
current. As the  matter was of great importance, they  had gone 
beyond  such methods. A gas-pipe had been cut completely  through, 
so that  they  had been able to make an absolutely  insulated joint 
bctween  the  two portions of the pipe. Ebonite flanges had been 
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put  to  all  the bolts, so that  the pipe had been made continuous Prof. Ayrton. 
for gas, but discontinuous  for the electric current. All earth in 
the neighbourhood of the  joint  had been removed, leaving i t  
exposed to  the  air, so that  the  insulation  had been very good. The 
two portions of the  pipe  had  then been connected by means of an 
ordinary  ammeter; and under those  conditions there could be no 
questio9  that  if a current  was  shown by the  ammeter it was a 
current  in  the pipe. In  the  particular  instance to which  he was 
referring, in  the  Clapham Road, a current  had been found, the 
strength of which a t  times  had been between 14 and 15 amperes. 
As the  current  had flowsd sometimes in one direction and sometimes 
in  the other, i t  must  have been due to the  City and South London 
Railway. That  had happened in the  spring of 1901. The precaution 
had been taken,  with  the permission of the engineer, of seeing 
that  the  line was actually  working according to  the ?'-volt rule, 
and  the difference of potential between the  two ends of the  line 
had been less than 7 volts at  the  time of making  the experiment. 
Consequently, the  ordinary idea, that   i t  was impossible to  have 
an  appreciable  current  in a gas-pipe  near  the surface when a 
tubular  railway 60 feet below the surface  was  worked under  the 
7-volt rule, was  quite fallacious. There was another  fallacy  which 
he would like  to explode. Mr. Trotter  had  stated  that  electric 
tramways  had been  worked for many  years  in  many places, and 
yet no evidence of damage to pipes had been  found. He did not 
suppose Mr. Trotter  had  meant  to  imply  that  the presence of an 
electric  tramway  had  supplied some sort of immunity  to damage ; 
nor that  in  the  towns mentioned no gas-pipes had shown corrosion 
during  all those years. What  he believed Mr. Trotter would say 
was  rather  that  there  was no proof that  the corrosion of pipes 
which  had occurred was  due to  leakage from an electric tramway. 
But  that was the whole  point. I f  it were a fact  that  in a town 
where  there were electric  tramways  there was  never any corrosion 
of the pipes, no doubt Mr. Trotter would have proved his point. 
Corrosion of pipes did occur, however, and  the  question was-and 
it was a question  which  had  not  yet been  answered definitely- 
whether  the corrosion was or  was  not  due  to  electric tramways. 
Mr. Trotter  had not referred to-possibly he  was not  aware of- 
the case which  had occurred in  Liverpool. Professor Perry and 
he, after  making a number of experiments in  Liverpool with refer- 
ence to  currents flowing in  pipes, had  obtained a large  map of the 
city,  showing  the  tracks of all  the  tramways, and those of the 
most important gas-pipes, and giving a great  deal of information 
about the drop of pressure, etc. Then,  having selected a certain 
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Prof. Ayrton. spot upon the map, they  had  written to the gas-engineer a t  
Liverpool, saying, '' I f  you take  up  the  ground  in  that  pvticular 
place, we believe you will find  corrosion; " and on taking  up 
the  ground  at  that place, corrosion had been found. He had  then 
gone to  Liverpool, and  had seen the  pipe  laid  bare by excavating 
over an  area of about 2 square yards. He had considered the 
matter so important  that  he  had  had a piece of the pipe cut  out 
and  brought  to London. Mr. Trotter was under a  misapprehension 
in thinking  there  had been only one case of electrolytic corrosion 
of a pipe-namely that caused by the  City  and  South London  Rail- 
way,  where  there  had been  a  20-volt  drop in pressure. In   the 
instance  he  had mentioned, where a tramway  had been working 
at the  beginning of 1901 under  the 7-volt rule, and, as  far as he 
was  aware,  had so worked since it was first started, it had been 
possible to select a spot i n  which it was  likely  that corrosion 
would occur, and on investigation corrosion had been found. It 
might be said, of course, that  the corrosion was  not  due  to  the 
tramway  current,  but  he  had  every reason to believe that 
it was. 

Prof. Boys. Professor C. VERNON BOYS observed that  he would like  to touch 
upon a point in the  Paper  which  was of some, though possibly not 
of the first, importance ; namely,  expansion, and  the effect of expan- 
sion in  welded  rails. From  that  point of view it was immaterial 
whether  the  rails  were welded by  the  Falk system, by  the  thermit 
system, or by any  other  the expansion effects were simply  due  to 
continuous metal. An idea  was prevalent, which  he  did  not  think 
was justified, that expansion  was  always, and  must  always be, a 
serious danger:  that  idea  was  due no doubt  to  what  he believed 
was a well-known  experience, that on main lines,  especially in a 
tropical  country,  if  the  ends of neighbouring  rails were placed 
close together,  without room for  expansion, the  track would 
become badly buckled when  the  temperature rose. I n  what  he 
proposed to  say  he  wished  particularly  to  distinguish between 
the  kind of track  which  was used on main lines, and that  which 
was employed in  streets; because the  two cases were  entirely 
distinct,  the cause of harm  being much stronger,  and  the means of 
resisting  that  harm  much weaker, in the  ordinary  main-line  type 
of rail. The difference in  the conditions  was doubly in  favour 
of the  buried  rail  in  the  street.  The  diurnal  change of tempe- 
rature of a buried rail was  practically  nothing,  such change as 
occurred being, roughly,  an  annual change. The  total change 
of temperature between winter  and summer  was  probably not 
more, in  England,  than 10' C. for rails  which were buried in  
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the wood or other  pavement of the  streets,  and  which  were  about Prof. Boys. 
7 inches deep-at all  events,  probably 10' C. from the mean 
temperature would  be a  long  way  within  the mark. It was 
easy  to write down a  formula  for the change of length,  and  for 
the stress  thereby  set  up ; but  he  always found it well  to  get  a 
numerical  magnitude in  order  to  appreciate the importance of a 
thing.  Therefore  he  had put together one or two  figures  which 
showed the effect of the expansion in buried  rails of the ordinary 
dimensions, and  subjected  to  the usual conditions. I n  the  first 
place the coefficient of expansion of steel was  known, and  the 
elasticity also ; and from the  data it could be  calculated that  the 
effect  should  be a force of about 300 lb. per  square  inch  due  to 
every  degree  Centigrade  through  which  a  bar of steel was warmed 
or cooled, while at   the same time it was  not  allowed to  change  its 
length. So that  if  a  bar 1 square  inch in section  were  to  alter in 
temperature  by 10' C., and  were  not allowed  to  expand or contract, 
it should  set up a compression or tension,  as  the case might be, of 
about 3,000 lbs., or roughly 13 ton. An ordinary  tram-rail  weigh- 
ing about 100 Ibs. per  lineal  yard was  about 10 square  inches in 
cross-sectional  area, and would give  about 30,000 lbs. longitudinal 
thrust or pull. If the  rail were a  straight  isolated mile,  then,  as the 
Authors  pointed  out, that whole  mile would not  expand as though 
the  rail were  mounted on roller-bearings.  There  was  far too 
much  adhesion  between the  rail  and  the  ground,  due  to  the  tie- 
bars, eto., for the  rail to be  able  to  expand  as a whole. The  end 
alone  would  have a chance of expanding,  and  the  rest would  be 
tightly held. If  the  rail were  straight it would  be  held straight, 
and  there would be no further  trouble;  but  if it were  curved 
the effect would be different.  Supposing the  rail were curved to 
a radius of 100 feet,  then with  a  total  longitudinal  push or pull 
of 30,000 lbs., the  radial  thrust on the road-bed would be one- 
hundredth  part of that figure, or, 300 lbs. to the foot. If, then, 
there  were  a  circular  track 100 feet in radius,  and  the road-bed 
were  sufficiently strong  to  withstand  a  steady  push of 300 lbs. per 
lineal  foot,  that  rail would not  expand at  all,  and  nothing would 
be the worse. But if, during  the 6 months  while the temperature 
was  rising  and  the traffic was rattling,  that road-bed  under the 
steady  pressure of 300 lba. per  lineal foot  gave at  all,  then the  rail 
would shift  laterally; it would move a  little,  and  the  longitudinal 
pressure  would be somewhat  relieved.  The  first  supposition-that 
the road-bed  was  absolutely immovable-was probably  not  quite 
correct. The second supposition-that the road-bed  offered no 
resistance at  all-was certainly  not correct. If  the road-bed  offered 
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Prof. Boys. no resistance  to the expansion, with a 10' C. rise of temperature 
and a radius of curvature of 100 feet, the  lateral  shift of the  rail 
would  be  almost exactly inch. What  he wished to  ask  practical 
engineers was, if a track  in  the  street  shifted 4 inch  in 6 months, 
would it be  noticeable, and would it do any  harm? Of course the 
two  rails would shift together. Again,if  the  curvature were greater, 
that  was  to say, if the  radius were less, the  lateral forces would be 
greater  in  the same proportion;  but, on the  other hand, just as the 
power of the  rails  to move the road was  greater, so would the move- 
ment  which was necessary to  relieve  all  internal  strain  be less. If 
instead of being 100 feet in  radius  the  curve were 10 feet, then a 
movement of &. inch would relieve the  rail of strain,  and nobody 
would know  that i t  had moved ,at  all. Of course in practice 
circular  tracks were not laid. The curved part of a track  was 
generally at  the corner of streets, with a straight piece a t  each end ; 
then  the curved part  had  to  give  way  to  or  withstand  the expan- 
sion not  only of itself,  but of so much of the  straight  part  as 
constituted  what  might be called the '' free  ends " of the  straight 
parts, namely, the portions which were able  to move. If the 
road  were strong  enough  to  resist  entirely,  then  the forces would 
be  the same as those of the  circular track. If  the road gave  way 
a t  all,  then  in order to  relieve  the  track of all  strain it would have 
to  give  way a little more than it would do if i t  were  a circular 
track.  That  brought  him  to  the  point  which seemed to  him  to be 
the difficult part of the  matter, namely, the  question of insta- 
bility. It was  not to bo supposed that  the resistance of the road 
to the movement of the  rail  round a bend would be exactly 
the same all round the bend. I f  it were  not, and  the  rail  in 
oonsequence began  to move a t  one part a little sooner than  at 
another,  the  curvature would be increased there;  the road, having 
moved, would probably  be more ready  to move again;  and  all  the 
conditions  would be  set  up  to  facilitate movement of that 
particular  part of the road-bed, and  thereby  to save those parts 
of the  curve a little  way  round  the bend. Under sufficiently severe 
conditions, that  might mean  disastrous damage. On the  other 
hand,  if  the  rail contracted, the  instabilitydid  not occur. In   that  
case, if it gave  way in one part more than  another,  the  curvature 
became less, the  radius  greater;  and  the  tendency  to move be- 
came less, so that  the  curvature tended to  maintain  its uniformity, 
and  not  to  aggravate  the  want of uniformity,  as in  the previous 
case. He imagined  that,  when  dealing  with welded tracks, 
engineers would always prefer, at  all  events  at first, not  to 
weld up everything,  but,  until  their experience  enabled them  to 
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feel that  they were  justified,  to  allow room for expansion here  and Prof. Boys. 
there, especially, as  the  Authors pointed  out, where  the  curvature 
was  in a vertical  and  not  in a horizontal  plane; for in  that case 
there  was  only  the  weight of a few stones  on either  side of the 
track to  hold it down, which was not sufficient. He understood 
that experience of tracks on the  Continent,  where  the difference 
between the  winter  and  the summer temperature (and  between 
the prolonged winter  temperature and the prolonged summer 
temperature)  was  far  greater  than in  England,  had shown that 
rails  which  had been welded stood perfectly  well ; and  he  had been 
told that,  after a year  or two, i t  was difficult to say  where  the  joint 
was. There was plenty of experience  abroad in  favour of welding 
tracks  in  that  way;  but meanwhile, if  any one  were in  doubt, it 
might be well for him to wait  until experience had proved that it 
was also safe in  this country. 

Paper  dealt  with mechanical details,  and p. 50 was devoted almost 
entirely  to  the  question of governing  engines for tramway work. 
The  Authors  gave some valuable  information  respecting  the 
different methods of governing  large low-speed engines, which 
they considered were  best suited for tramway work, and mentioned 
the necessity of fitting a safety-governor, which would cut off all 
steam in  the  event of the speed of the  engine  rising to, say, 12 per 
cent. or 15 per  cent.  above the normal. Shutting off the steam 
which was entering  the  high-pressure  cylinder was not in  itself 
sufficient to prevent a compound or triple-expansion engine from 
racing when the load was thrown off. Various devices were used 
to  prevent  an increase of speed after  throwing off the load, such 
as  destroying  the vacuum, or  an emergency-governor which  did 
something of the  kind.  He  had  paid some attention  to  that 
problem, and had  ventured  to  bring  to  the  meeting a model of an 
engine-gear for large low-speed engines, which  had been specially 
designed to meet the difficulty. The mechanism for preventing 
racing  was simple. I t  was obvious that  when  an  engine  was pre- 
vented from racing  by  destroying  the vacuum, some time  was 
required for getting  the  engine  in  train again. The  usual method 
of governing  such  engines  was to apply a  governor to  the admission- 
valves of the high-pressure cylinder  only,  the  adjustment of expan- 
sion of the  intermediate  and low-pressure cylinders in  triple-expan- 
sion engines  being done by hand ; but  in some engines  the governor 
was  applied  to  vary  the expansion not only on the high-pressure, 
but also on the  intermediate  and low-pressure  cylinders. There 
closer governing  might be obtained ; and  by proper arrangement 

Mr. H E X R Y  DAVEY remarked that a  considerable part of the Davey. 
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Mr. Davey. of the governor the difficulty of preventing  the  engine from 
racing  in  the  event of total loss of load might be partly, but 
not completely,  met. The general  character of the valve-gear 
he  exhibited  might be judged  by reference to Fig. 15, and  the 
enlarged  details  shown in Fig. 16. It would be seen that  the 
valves  were  Corliss  valves, and  that  the steam- and  exhaust- 
valves were actuated by separate  eccentrics. The  trip on the 
steam-valves was  a Corliss trip, of a  simple  character.  The 
rod a (Fig. 15) was  actuated  by the governor and  varied  the 

7 

position of the  trip ; the governor  was  applied at  a. There was 
a  rocking  shaft X which  ran  along  in  front of each of the  three 
cylinders,  and on that  shaft  were  levers on which  the  adjustment 
for  expansion  was made. That was  for  hand-adjustment. The 
hand-adjustment  was  thus  obtained for all  the expansion-valves. 
The governor  was  applied to  the high-pressure rod alone ; but it 
was so arranged that,  when  the maximum speed was exceeded, it 
touched  a trip,  which  caused the rocking  shaft, X, which  carried 
the fixed abutment for the expansion-valves, to be turned,  and 
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t o  put  out of gear  all  the admission-valves, the exhaust-valve Mr. Davey. 
still  working. By that means  admission of steam  into  all  the 
cylinders  was  prevented ; SO that it was impossible  for the  engine 
to  race, the engine  running  only  with  the  momentum of the fly- 
wheel. If  the engine-driver  wanted  to  restore the condition of 
working,  all  he  had  to do was to  pull down the lever b, and  the 
engine was in working  condition. That met the  difficulty  which 
the Authors  pointed  out  as  existing in  the majority of large 
engines  for  tramway work. He would like  to  take  the oppor- 
tunity of explaining  also  a  novelty in  connection with  the 
working of the  exhaust-valves.  When the two  exhaust-valves of a 
Corliss  engine  were  worked  from a  single  eccentric  without  a 
wrist-plate,  which  was  a common arrangement, it was  necessary 
to  put  a  lap on the valves, so that  when one  valve  was  opening 
and  closing  the  other  remained closed, but was moving  under  the 
pressure of steam, the  lap  preventing  the  port from being opened. 
That  put  a  heavy  drag on the gear,  and 
caused  serious  wear on the exhaust-valve. Fig. 16. 
I t  was  entirely  prevented  by  the  arrange- 
ment  exhibited.  There was no lap proper 
on the exhaust-valve ; there was  simply ;t 

cover, as on the steam-valve.  The  gear 
was so constructed that  when one exhaust- 
valve  was  opening  and  closing, the  other 
remained a t  rest,  although  driven by the 
same eccentric. The  action was illustrated 
in  Fig. 16. The disk, c, was  keyed on the  valve-spindle,  and 
the lever, d, was loose on it. During  the  opening of the valve, 
the lever, d, came against it stop on the disk, c, and  carried it 
forward.  During  the  closing  the  pawl, e, engaged in  the disk, 
but  released  immediately  the  valve was closed by  the pawl  lever 
coming against  the fixed  roller, f. 

information in  the Paper that it was  quite  impossible  to  touch 
upon all  the  points  raised by it. He was  inclined  to look upon 
the  question of electrolysis  from  a  somewhat  different  point of 
view, and  perhaps  not  quite so scientific  a  standpoint  as that 
of the  gentlemen  who  had  already spoken. Engineers  were mder  
a  paternal  Government in this  particular  matter. If a  well- 
organized  and  careful body1 like  the Board of Trade  formulated 
certain  regulations, it was  the  business of engineers  to conform 
to  those  regulations,  and to  keep  well on the safe  side of them- 
He did  not  feel  much  inclined  to  trouble  his  head  further. At 

Dr.  ALEX. B. W. EENNEDY observed there  was so much  useful Dr. Kennedy 
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Dr. ICennedy. least,  that was the position which  he found i t  necessary to take 
up  in  Committee Rooms, and he  thought i t  was a  reasonable 
position  from the  engineering  standpoint.  Engineers  were com- 
pelled,  probably  wisely, to work within  certain  regulations  laid 
down by  an outside  body  specially  equipped for  dealing  with  such 
matters;  and  he  did  not  think it was desirable  that  they should 
be  liable to attack  if  they worked to those regulations, which a 
wise and  paternal Government had declared to  be necessary and 
sufficient! He  might say, in  reference to Professor Ayrton’s 
remarks,  that on several occasions he had challenged the  gentle- 
men  who cross-examined witnesses in  the Committee Rooms to 
produce to  him a single  pipe  which  they could show to  have 
been  damaged by  any  tramway  working  under  the Board-of-Trade 
regulations ; and although  his  friends  the counsel had  repeatedly 
said that  they  intended  to produce such a  pipe, it had never  been 
forthcoming. With  regard to  engines, at   the bottom of p. 51 tha 
Authors seemed to  admit  that it might  be  right  to use high-speed 
engines  even  though  they worked with dynamos of inferior 
design. He confessed he  did  not see where  the  inferiority 
of the dynamo  came in :  perhaps  the  Authors would explain. 
He would like to repeat  what  he  had said more than once in 
that room, namely, that it appeared  to  him  to  be common sense 
that  an  engine  which could  be  governed well, whether: high- 
or low-speed, could be  run  well on traction loads. There  was 
nothing  about a traction load which made it different from any- 
thing else, and a high-  or a low-speed engine  might work equally 
well. He  had  many high-speed engines a t  work driving  tram- 
ways ; the most difficult case he had  had  was  the Waterloo and  City 
Railway,  which  was  simply a big  tramway  with a couple of 
trains on it. There  had never  been the  least  trouble  in  the 
working  there  with high-speed  Belliss  engines. Any one who had 
travelled on the  line would know  that  the  lights  in  the  carriages 
were kept  very  reasonably  steady,  although  the conditions under 
which  they  were  working  were  perhaps  the most trying  that 
could be experienced from the  point of view  to  which  the 
Authors referred,  namely, the  fact  that  there were very few trains 
running  at one time. He would like  to  have seen one interesting 
point  dealt  with in the  Paper, namely, that on continental 
tramway lines-which seemed to  have been ignored  altogether 
by the Authors-it was  usual to run overhead cars  with  the 
‘‘ Siemens bow ” instead of with  the trolley. As far as his 
knowledge  went,  the  system  had worked very successfully, and  he 
would like  to know more about  it. He did  not  think  it would 
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be of much use in  England, because i t  was  not so well  adapted Dr. Kennedy. 
t o  cars  having  top seats. It was an  interesting system, however, 
and it certainly  had some clear  advantages over the trolley. 
He desired to touch  upon only one other  point, namely, the 
question of speed and acceleration. The Authors’ remarks  as to 
running  up-hill  quickly  and coming down slowly seemed to 
him  very sensible. He would like  to  hear  what  they  had 
found was  the  usual acceleration with  ordinary  tramway cars, 
and  what acceleration they recommended. I n  one instance 
they mentioned that a particular motor gave  an acceleration of 
4 feet or 5 feet  per second per second. He had measured the 
acceleration of many tram-cars and  trains, both steam-driven 
and electric, and  such acceleration as that  was beyond any- 
thing  which  he  had found in actual practice : he was not  sure 
whether  he understood the  Authors  to say that  any  cars  did  run 
with  that acceleration. His own  measurements of acceleration 
(by  which  he  meant  the mean  acceleration  for the whole period 
during  which  the speed of the  car  was  increasing),  even  with 
motors which were supposed to  give  very  high acceleration, 
had seldom exceeded 14 foot per second per second ; the  average 
on electric  railways seemed to be more like 1 foot per second 
per second. Of course there  might be cases in  which a  much 
higher ,acceleration was obtained, and it would be useful to 
know of them, because acceleration was a vital  point  both  in 
tramways  and  in  the electrical railways  which formed such 
an  important  part of modern engineering. I n  actual prac- 
tice  there seemed to be a general  tendency towards an average 
value of l foot per second per second. The acceleration on the 
District  Railway a t  present was about that-seldom more, accord- 
ing  to measurements he  had  made;  and on the  City and South 
London Railway it was about  the same, or a little less, until, 
of course, the  train  got on the switchback and went down-hill, 
when he  had no chance of measuring  it.  The  new  trains of the 
Liverpool Overhead Railway formed a  notable exception. 

I n  regard  to one system, it stated a t  p. 61 that  the deprecia- 
tion was trifling,  amounting  with  the cost of maintenance 
to  not more than 4 per cent. per annum. Another system was 
said to depreciate at  the  rate of 10 per  cent. per  annum. He 
would be glad to  know whether  that  meant  that one system  lasted 
25 years  and  the  other lasted only 10 years;  or  whether  the per- 
centages  were to be taken on the  annual depreciated value;  and, 
in  any case, how those  figures  were  obtained. 

Mr. E. BENEDICT wished to ask a  question  as to depreciation. &fr. Benedict. 
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Mr. Lacey. Mr. E. M. LACEY thought  the  Authors  had emphasized to  an 
undue  extent  the influence of American  practice on British 
engineers. Although  at  the  time referred to  by  the  Authors  the 
mileage of tramways i n  England  had been small compared 
with  that  in America, there were  nevertheless good examples of 
electric  tramways in  England. Mr. Trotter  had mentioned the 
South Staffordshire tramways, opened in 1893, and  they  had been 
constructed by  the  Electric Construction Company, which  was 
entirely  British.  The Blackpool tramways  had been laid down in 
1885. The  South Staffordshire tramways  might be particularly 
mentioned, because in  that case there  had been introduced  the side- 
arm system of overhead  construction, which  had  certainly been 
instrumental  in  introducing overhead  work in  towns where the 
local authorities took exception to  the  span-wire system. He  did 
not  say  the span-wire  system was  not  better,  but some local 
authorities objected to it. In  1898 and 1899 the Liverpool and 
the  Blackburn systems had been opened, and high-speed en,’ vines 
had been  introduced. Without discussing t.he question of high- 
speed versus low-speed engines, it might be  pointed out  that 
high-speed engines  had been then  introduced for tramway work in  
England,  and  the policy had been followed by  three-fifths of the 
tramways established since  that date. With  regard  to  governing, 
he scarcely understood whether,  by increased speed when  the whole 
load was  thrown off, the  Authors  meant  the  temporary or the 
settled increase. His firm had tested many engines, of powers 
up  to 1,500 HP., in  which  the momentary  increase had been as 
much as 6 per  cent. to  10  per cent., but  the  settled increase 
had  not been more than 18 per cent. to 2 per  cent.;  and  he 
did  not  think  there  had been any difficulty in  getting  such 

. governing  as  that,  which was more than good enough for tramway 
work, and could be  obtained in  British  engines  by  many different 
makers. With  regard  to  generators for high-speed  engines, it 
was stated  that  generators could not  be designed to work with a 
fixed lead at   high speeds. Presumably  that  was  intended  to 
apply to engines of between .1,200 HP. and 2,000 HP.-so-called 
“high-speed”  engines of 180 revolutions to 200 revolutions per 
minute. He  wished to  say  that  generators could  be  designed to 
work with a fixed lead with  engines of that class, namely, 1,200 
HP. to 2,000 HP. The  Authors mentioned that  they  had  not 
followed the American practice  as  far  as compounding  was 
concerned, and  there  he  agreed  with  them.  He  had been con- 
nected with  nine  or  ten  tramways,  and  in  only one case had i t  
been found  desirable or necessary to have over-compounded 
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machines. In the  largest of these, with 6,000 HP., there  was no Mr. Lacer. 
over-compounding, and it had  not been  found necessary. The 
Authors' remarks on track-construction  were very brief, considering 
that  such work  accounted  for more than  half  the  expenditure on 
an electric  tramway. He did  not  think  there  had been much 
done with welded joints  in  England.  The  joint  which  was  found 
to be most satisfactory consisted of a short  length of the  rail  itself, 
inverted,  and  riveted  through  the bottom flanges underneath  the 
joint,  with well-designed and  heavy fish-plates. That answered also 
as  an anchor, and  did  away  with  all  questions of displacement and 
creeping of rails. With  regard  to electrolysis, the firm of which 
he  was a  member had worked tramways since 1898, but  had  not 
had a single case of electrolytic  action on any one of them. Until 
a case was  found  which could be  clearly proved, he thought  the 
existing  regulations could be  held  to  be  quite sufficient. 

desire on  the  part of the  Authors  to  belittle  the work of mechanical 
engineers, their comparison of the  state of the  design of dynamos 
and of prime movers might-to a lay  mind  at least-be taken 
to  be an aspersion on designers of steam-engines. Fortunately 
engineers  had  not  to make natural  laws ; and from the second law 
of thermodynamics it could be shown that it was  only possible 
under  the most favourable  conditions  to get,  with  an  engine  working 
at a pressure of 150 lbs. per  square  inch  and condensing a t  60' F., 
an efficiency of 33 per  cent. : and  when  the  number of losses of 
energy  that  might occur, in  the boiler, in  the economizer, in  the 
engine,  and  in  the  pipes  to  the  engine, were considered, it seemed 
to  him  that  mechanical  engineers  had achieved a great  deal  in 
transmitting  to  the  dynamo 20 per cent. of the  theoretical  energy,of 
the coal. In dealing  with  the movement of rails,  a matter  which 
Professor Boys had touched upon, the  Authors mentioned the 
possibility of a rail moving in a vertical plane. He knew of only 
one such occurrence, at Salford, on a high  hill  where  the old Barker 
rail was used. As many of the members doubtless knew,  the 
Barker  rail  had a small T head fixed in chairs, and consequently 
the  heat of the sun had considerable effect. The  only preven- 
tive  to  buckling in  the  vertical  plane  was  the  cotters  passing 
through  the  chairs  into  the  rail,  which  with wear soon became 
loose. He  might also mention a case of movement of tramrails 
under  the  action of heat,  which  had occurred in  his experience. 
The expansion had been due  to  the  diurnal,  not  the  annual change 
of temperature.  The  rails  ran round  a sharp corner on a curve 
of 40 feet  radius; up to about 100 yards from the  curve  had been 

Mr. HARRY JACKSON remarked  that,  while  he  felt  sure  there was no Mr. Jackson. 
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lfr. Jackson. paved on one side, and on the  other side about 100 yards  had been 
concreted, and  the  rails  laid for a greater distance. I n  the morn- 
ing  he  had noticed that  the  rail  was  in  its  true  position;  by  the 
afternoon, the  hottest  part of the  day,  the middle of the  curve  had 
moved out  quite 3 inch from its normal position ; while  in  the 
evening it had gone back again. As this would certainly cause 
the  rail to  wear loose on the concrete, he  had been  careful, at  the 
next curve, to  have  paving  put  in, on both sides, much  nearer  to 
the  curve  than  in  the previous  instance. He  had also taken  the 
precaution  to  anchor  the  rail  in  the concrete at  the  curve;  and 
although  the  temperature  had been quite as  variable, no movement 
whatever  had been noticed in  this second curve. If  during con- 
struction  the  paving  at  the side, along a short  length of the  rail 
only, would prevent  the expansion  from being  felt at  the curve, 
he  thought  engineers  might reasonably say  there would  be no 
displacement a t  corners due  to expansion and contraction when 
all  the  paving  was  laid  and construction  was  complete; and  he 
thought  they  might dismiss  from  consideration all question of 
expansion a t  joints,  the  very idea of which  had been recently 
referred to  in sarcastic terms  by  an American writer  in a  technical 
journal.  The  Authors appeared to  have considered rail-joints 
merely from the electrical standpoint. He had calculated the loss 
which  was  entailed in consequence of the  bonding of the joints, 
and  it  might be of interest  to mention the results. It was pro- 
bably reasonable to  take  the cost of a single  track of ordinary  tram- 
way  at 56,000 per  mile, and  the life of a rail  as 8 years. Some 
engineers would perhaps  put  the  life a little  higher;  but from what 
he  had  read  and seen he  thought  that  in Leeds the  tramway-rails 
would require  to  be renewed at   the end of less than 8 years. 
Adopting  that figure, if a joint could be  obtained which increased 
the  life of a rail  by 2 years, it would mean a saving of 5150 per 
annum.  Taking 60-foot rails  and  the IGSS due to bonding a t  5& 
per cent., the  figure  given by the Authors, and reckoning a drop of 
7 volts along l mile of single  track,  and a  resistance of 6.02 ohm ; 
the maximum current would  work out a t  350 amperes. Assuming 
that  the maximum current was always  passing  through  the  rail, 
which, of course, was  not so, with 5$ per cent. loss due  to bond- 
ing, 134 watts were lost;  and  taking 7,200 working-hours per 
year,  the figure given  by  the  Authors, 965 Board-of-Trade units 
would be obtained,  the cost of which a t  2d. per unit was S8 Is. 
Therefore there was  a loss of &B per annum duo to electrical 
bonding, against S150 per annum due to  a less efficient mechani- 
cal  joint. I t  was  therefore  clear that  the question of joints 
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and  their  bonding  was a question  not SO much of the loss nfr. Jackson. 
in  current as of the mechanical efficiency of the  joint,  which  he 
thought  was  the  main factor in  i ts  design. The  Paper  had 
touched but  lightly  upon  the  permanent way. Undoubtedly  the 
production of a good joint  was one of the problems which  had  to 
be solved in  that connection. I t  was well known  that i n  a  double 
line of tramway,  where  the  cars on each line  travelled  always 
in the same direction, the  wear  at  joints occurred not on the 
rail  just  being  left  by  the car, but on the  rail  which  was being 
approached by it. Further,  the wear was  not at  the  joint itself, 
but generally  about h inch,  or a little more, beyond the  joint.  With 
regard  to  the cause of the  wear  at  that  particular place, he  thought 
an action occurred in  a tramway  rail which  was similar  to  what 
went on in the  rails of steam  railways. I t  had been referred 
to  lately  by Mr. Mallock and Sir Frederick  Bramwellz in  the 
discussion on Mr. Aspinall‘s Paper on ‘‘ Train Resistance.’’ A 
kind of wave-motion was set up, which  in  the  tramway  was  not 
taken  up  by  the  sub-structure  as  in  an  ordinary  railway,  but  was 
confined to  the  rail  itself; moreover it was  accentuated by the 
thinness of the  web of a tramway-rail.  At  the  joint  there was 
discontinuity,  and it seemed likely  that  the  car  there  mounted 
the  crest of a wave, as   i t  were, and dropped on to  the  rail 
which it was  approaching. If  that were so, the question naturally 
arose, what was the  nature  and degree of the  wear  with anchor 
joints,  with welded joints,  or  with  the  thermit  joint.  He  had  not 
investigated  the  matter himself, but  he was informed that  with  the 
anchor-plate  joint  the  point of wear on the  track wa5 removed from 
the  joint of the  rail to  a  spot just beyond the commencement of the 
anchor ; that was  to  say, the  rail  itself appeared to be so stiffened 
that  the  car rose on the  crest of the wave just  as  it  got to the 
anchor-plate  itself,  and  then dropped again;  the  wear  at  the 
anchor-joint  being  found on the  rail  which was being  left  by  the 
car, just beyond the  point of commencement of the  anchor-plate 
itself.  The  Authors  had  referred  to  the  want of experience 
with  the  thermit  joint.  He  had seen only one such  joint,  which 
had been cut  in two. The flange of the  rail appeared to  have 
formed one homogeneous mass with  the iron  which had been poured 
in  to make the  joint,  but  undoubtedly  in  that  particular  instance 
there  had  not been union of the heads of the rails. I t  seemed to 
him  that  in a joint  like  that  there was a danger of the  sharp nick 
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Mr. Jackson. in  the  rail  working down, and  fracture being caused. Again, the 
thermit  joint  was made by  pouring in moIten iron, which would 
probably  be fairly  pure ; at  all  events  it would  be iron con- 
taining  very  little carbon, and it would not be up  to  the  rail 
standard in that element.  Consequently, as Sir  William Roberts- 
Austen  had shown, there would be diffusion of the carbon from 
the  rail  into  the  pure  iron;  and it seemed to him that  the  rail 
would become considerably softened, as  the  result of that diffusion 
and loss of carbon, quite  apart from any  structural  alteration in 
the  metal which might occur, with  its consequent softening of the 
rail, from cooling. Therefore  the  thermit  joint  might  have some 
drawbacks of a metallurgical  nature,  apart from the mechanical 
drawback  already  hinted at  with respect to  the  joint.  The  ideal 
joint for tramway-rails appeared to  be one which, while  having 
all  the  flexibility  and  elasticity of the  ordinary  rail, offered some 
means of preventing  the  rail from lifting  up from the concrete, 
while i t  had at  the same time sufficient stiffness for the wave- 
action,  if wave-action took place, to be  carried from the one rail 
to  the other. 

Mr. Thornson. Mr. T. FRAME THOMSON remarked that  he  did  not propose to 
touch on the mechanical details of the Paper, but two points  had 
struck  him forcibly on reading it. The first was  the  paragraph 
in  which  the  Authors expressed rather qualified regret  that  the 
manufacture of electrical plant should have  fallen so much into  the 
hands o f  two  large firms in the  United States. The  Authors 
admitted  that  the  result  had been a uniformity  which  otherwise 
could  not have been obtained;  but he did  not  think  suficient 
emphasis was  laid upon the  advantages  which  electric  traction 
had derived from that specialization in the  hands of a  few firms. 
If  the  rate of progress of electric  traction  was compared with  the 
comparatively  slow  development of steam-traction in England, 
i t  would be evident that  much of the electrical  progress  was 
traceable  to  the  fact of large firms having  got  into  control of 
the  situation  at  an  early stage.  Those firms were in  a  position 
to spend  large sums of money in  carrying  out experiments, 
and  had  brought  about a degree of standardization in the 
manufacture of electrical plant  which  had  not been achieved in 
any  other  industry.  They  had been  enabled to  carry  out costly 
experiments,  which  otherwise would have  had to be made inde- 
pendently  by  the  engineers of individual undertakings. The  other 
point to which  he wished to refer  was the question of high-tension 
and low-tension transmission. It appeared  to be rather  the fashion 
a t  present to put down high-tension transmission everywhere-in 
some cases apparently  without  full consideration of the  require- 
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ments of the  particular  system concerned. The  Authors  had done Mr. Thornson. 
good service in  drawing  attention  to  certain  points in the com- 
parative cost,  both of construction  and of maintenance, of the  two 
systems ; as  well  as  to  their  comparative  elasticity  for  taking  up 
changes of load in  the traffic, and  for  meeting at  short  intervals 
the  developments of the  system, Those  were  points  which many 
electrical  engineers  might  well take to  heart  in  designing  systems 
where  there was a  possibility of putting down  two  continuous- 
current  generating-stations, in  equally  satisfactory  situations  with 
respect to  coal and  water, instead.of putting down one large  station 
at the most suitable  point. 

in the debate  had it not been for the  dangerous  doctrine  laid down 
by Dr. Eennedy-that because the Board of Trade made rules  about 
electrolysis i t  was not  for  the  Institution to look into  the  matter 
a t  all,  and  least of all for those who sat a t  the Council  table. He 
had  under  his  charge  several  hundred  miles of gas-pipes,  which 
were  liable,  he  thought, sooner or later to  come under the influence 
of stray  electric  currents : and  although  electrical  engineers  might 
be indifferent  to the loss of that  current, it surprised  him that scien- 
tific  electricians  should be indifferent to  the loss of something  which 
needed so much  fine  machinery  for its generation. It was known 
on the  authority of an eminent  Past-President,  Sir  William  Preece, 
that even the  telephone  system worked better  when  a second wire 
was  provided  for the  return  current.  But  apart from that,  he con- 
tended  that it was for the  Institution,  which was  essentially  a 
scientific body, to  guide  the  Board of Trade,  and  not  be  limited by 
that Board. Where  should the Board of Trade go for light on the 
subject,  if it were not  to  the Council of the  Institution? He 
would  have liked  to  hear Dr. Eennedy’s inner  convictions in 
regard  to  electrolysis of pipes. I f  it was a  question of water- 
pipes it did  not  matter much,  for a loss of water  betrayed 
itself;  but  if gas was let  out of pipes  the  result was great 
danger  to  life  and  limb,  and  to  property.  All  that  had been 
said  by  water-  and  gas-engineers  in  the Committee Rooms  was, 
that if electricians  caused  damage  to  pipes  they  must be liable 
to  pay  for it. The  great  advantage of discussion in  the meeting- 
room of the  Institution was the:candour and  frankness  with  which 
scientific  facfs  were  brought  lout,  and  he  did  not  think  members 
should be restrained in  the expression of their opinions. He himself 
would  not be restrained  by  considerations of the possible effect of 
anything he  said  in  the  Institution upon his  evidencein  a Committee 
Room: and he  thought  the  question of electrolysis  had  been 

Mr. HARRY E. JONES observed that  he would not  have  intervened Mr. Joues. 

1 2  
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Mr. Jones. brought forward in  the  Paper  in a  candid  spirit-a spirit  which 
conformed with  the  traditions of the  Institution.  Personally  he 
was much obliged to  the Author, and  he would have been glad  if 
the scientific  knowledge of members of the Council had afforded a 
little  light on the  working of electric  tramways, which were o f  
such  universally good service; so that,  like  any  other  engineering 
undertaking:  they should  be  conducted in such  a way  that no injury 
whatever was inflicted on anybody else, whether  there existed 
a beneficent Board of Trade  with  its  regulations or not. 

Sir Willism Sir WILLIAM PREECE, K.C.B., Past-President,  felt  that  those 
Preece. sittiug  at  the Council table  had been so pointedly referred  to by 

the  last speaker, that  he would be  wanting  in  his  duty  to  the 
members if he did  not  say  something on the  other side. Like 
one or two  others who had spoken in  the discussion-like Sir 
Courtenay Boyle, who had been the  Secretary of the Board of Trade 
for  a good many years, like Major Cardew and  like Mr. Trotter-he 
could say  that  neither  the Board of Trade nor the  Post Office, 
while he had been responsible for it, had ever had  brought before 
it a sample of LL gas-pipe or a water-pipe which could be con- 
sidered to  have been attacked  or  injured electrolytically. The 
Board of Trade  had made rules, but  they were not  intended to  be 
absolute against  all  interference  and  against  all accident. The 
rules  had been made, with  the  approval of several  departments, to 
meet the exigencies of the  moment;  and  they  had been such that 
no gas-, water-,  nor  tramway-engineer  had ever produced a sample 
showing damage which  he could swear to  be the  result of any 
defect in  those regulations. He affirmed that if  a case of accident 
from electrolysis had occurred, the  rules of the Board of Trade 
would have prevented i t  from appearing. IIe looked forward  to 
the promised Paper  by Professors Ayrton  and  Perry, for he  felt 
convinced that  he would be on the  other side. He would content 
himself that  evaning  with  saying  that  whatever  danger  there 
might  be in electrolysis, it had  not  yet made itself  evident; and 
electricians were quite satisfied with  the  rules  and  regulations of 
the Board of Trade. On the  history of electric  tramways  he  was 
induced  to say a word or two by a slight anachronism into which 
Mr. Lacey  had fallen in  referring to the  opening of the Blackpool 
tramways as in  1885. It did  not much matter  whether it was 
1885 or 1883, 2 years only did  not make  much difference, but  the 
correct date was 1883; and  the reason he insisted  upon the  fact  was 
that   i t  gave  point  to the  story  he was  about to tell. He had been 
the adviser of those who had decided on constructing  an electric 
tramway in Blackpool, and  that  tramway  had been the first electric 
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tramway constructed in the world. The engineer to the Blackpool Sir Willism 
tramway  had been Mr. Holroyd Smith;  the contractors had been Preece* 
Messrs. Elwell  and  Parker,  and Mr. Thomas Parker  had worked out 
d l  the details. I n  1884 he  had  visited America with  the  British 
Association, and  the members had been invited down  to Phila- 
delphia. At  Philadelphia, a great  capitalist, Mr. Bentley,  had 
expressed  a wish  to  take  him to Cleveland, in  order  that  he  might 
see something  new;  and  at Cleveland he  had seen an  electric 
tramway-a rough,  uncouth,  childish affair when compared with  the 
practice of the present  day. He had been able to say to his  guide  and 
host : “ I f  you want  to  know  how to  make  a tramway, come over to 
England,  and I will show you one at  Blackpool.” From  the  Paper, 
and from what  had been said in  the discussion, i t  appeared that 
English  engineers now took all  their lessons from America. I n  
America engineers had  gone  ahead with  the  vigour  and zeal which 
were characteristic of that  country. I n  England engineers had 
been checked and stopped,  chiefly because, in 1870, Parliament  had 
unfortunately passed an Act, transferring  the  future of the  tram- 
ways  into  the  hands of the  municipalities;  and nobody could be 
found  to  risk  capital in  a venturesome, speculative business, with 
a tenure of only 21 years. Another cause had been the  terrible 
fiasco in  the development of electrical industries of all  kinds i n  
England.  The  Limited  Liability  Act had been let loose ; company- 
promoters had  sprung  up  like mushrooms in  autumn  days;  and 
the  result  had been that bogus companies had been floated in 
1879, 1880 and 1881, and  the electrical industry  had been 
checked by  the speculation then,  and  the  fearful  amount 
of money lost in  it. Consequently, for 20 years  the  electrical 
industry  had been a t  a deadlock in  England,  first  through  hasty 
legislation,  and secondly through  wild speculation. Those facts 
must  not be  forgotten, and  English  engineers  must not feel at  all 
concerned and disappointed by  the fact that Americans were ahead 
of them.  Americans  were of the same race, and  they  had been 
taught  by  the same means ; many  Englishmen found occupation in  
the  Statos  at  the  present  time  in developing  electrical industries, 
and  many Americans were found in  England. Therefore  he believed 
that  Englishmen were as much indebted to Americans  for the 
advance of tramways  in  England as  Americans  were indebted  to 
Englishmen for inciting  them  in  the  early  days to  develop  electrical 
apparatus. Of its  kind  the  Paper was simply excellent, because 
i t  gave  clearly  and  succinctly  the  results of experience in  
developing  tramway construction in  two  large towns, Leeds and 
Newcastle. I t  was full of valuable information and calculations, 
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Sir WiHiam and,  better  than  all,  the  Authors gave reasons for nearly  everything 
they  said.  They had made themselves conspicuous by  the economy 
shown in working, and  by  the way in  which  they  had constructed 
the  tramways.  The  Paper  stated  that  the working-cost of the 
tramways  in Newcastle  was only  about :d. per Board-of-Trade 
unit.  There  was no other  electrical  undertaking  which was SO 
economical, unless i t  was the  power-installation  at Wallsend. 
I n  his experience he  knew of no tramways  which could compare 
in  economy with those of Newcastle. IIad  there been time 
he would have  liked  to speak on points which  the  Paper did 
not touch. I t  described the  trolley system and  return  by  the 
rails,  and i t  was full of those supposed injuries  that Mr. Jones 
feared ; but   i t  said nothing  about  the conduit  system which 
was  about  to be  adopted in London, nor about  the mode of 
working a tramway  by means of a  double trolley system which 
removed electrolytic troubles. He  thought  the double trolley 
system  was  one  which deserved careful  consideration and study, 
because i t  furnished  the means by  which  all  the  existing  lines  in 
England could be  converted into electric-traction  lines, by simply 
supplementing  them  with an overhead  construction of double 
trolleys  and  leaving  the  rails  and  the  track unchanged. He  did 
not  say  by  any means that  that was  advisable, because of the action 
of which Mr. Jackson  had spoken, and which  was a serious matter 
i n  working wit.h light  rails.  He would direct Mr. Jackson's 
attention  to some remarks  by Mr. Mallock on the  experiments 
made by  him on the  trial  line of the Metropolitan District 
Railway. There Mr. Mallock, with  his  beautiful  apparatus,  had 
traced  distinctly  the  switchback  or wave  motion caused by  the 
elasticity, or rather  the resilience, of light rails.' That was now 
being overcome; because, as the  Paper  stated, in Leeds and 
Newcastle heavy  rails  weighing 100 lbs. per lineal  yard  had been 
laid,  which  gave  rigidity  in  the  track,  and  entirely  put a stop to 
the switchback effect. He would have  liked to say more on the 
practical side of the  question,  but would  touch on only one other 
point,  namely,  the policy which  had guided and controlled the 
great  railway companies in  their action in opposing  tramways. It 
was well  known  that scarcely  a single  tramway  had been projected 
which  had  not  met  with  violent opposition. I n  the  United  States 
matters  had been different. There  the managers of the  railways  had 
seen in the  tramways  something  that would be  useful and  valuable  to 
them. They  had supported the extension of tramways,  had invested 
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money in them, and  had  thus been able to arrange those  tramways so Sir William 
that  they became feeders to  their  railway systems. More than  that: Preece* 
they  had succeeded in  so arranging  the  tramways contiguous  to 
their own lines  that  they  had been able to shut  up  their  suburban 
stations, remove their  suburban traffic, and devote their  lines  to 
that  particular  form of traffic  which  paid  them much better, 
namely, long-distance traffic. But  he  regretted  to say-and he 
spoke from some experience-that in  England, whenever  a tramway 
was projected, the  first opponent  who appeared  was  certain  to be 
a railway company. I t  was a  misfortune which, perhaps, was  to 
some extent  the  fault of those who projected the  tramways 
without  first  consulting  the  railway companies. But he was 
bound to  say  that  in  the  future  the  railway people must look to 
the  tramways  as  supporters  and  not as  opponents of their  lines: 
and  if  they allowed them to  be projected so as to bring traffic to 
the railways, instead of taking  it away,  he thought  the  tramways 
of England would be as successful in a pecuniary sense as they had 
been  wherever the  tramway system had been well developed. 

who had spoken otherwise  than from an  electrical point of view- 
had spoken as a  gas-engineer ; and  he wished to  say a  few words 
from the  point of view of a  waterworks-engineer. The  Authors 
pointed  out  that electrolysis was produced, and pipes were affected, 
a t  very low current-densities. That  statement was supported  by  the 
results of Mr. Trotter’s  experiments, and also by Professor Ayrton, 
who  had gone  a good deal  further  into  the subject. The  Authors 
assumed that it would be quite sufficient to allow  a  factor of safety 
of 5 ,  if  contact was not uniform  over the whole of the pipe from 
which  current  was  passing;  and  they proceeded to  remark 
that  under those  conditions they  had  found from their experi- 
ments  that  the  life of the  pipe would be  between 15 years  and 
20 years. To a  waterworks-engineer, a main  which lasted only 
15 to 20 years  was a poor one indeed and would not  satisfy 
him  at  all. I f  he  rightly understood the Authors’  remarks, in  
l5 to 20 years the whole of the  metal would have dis- 
appeared ; but of course long before that period had elapsed the 
pipe would have ceased to be of any use as such. The Authors 
seemed to  have in mind a very  thin main, so that  he supposed 
i t  would  be  only  a service-pipe. Possibly that  might account  for 
the  fact  that  the water-mains, which were much thicker, had  not 
yet disappeared ; though it must be remembered that, so far  as  he 
knew, no tramways  had been a t  work in  the neighbourhood of 
water-mains for the 15 to 20 years mentioned by the  Authors  as 

Mr. S. R. LOWCOCK observed that Mr. Jones-the only  gentleman Mr. Lowcock. 
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Mr. Lowcock. the  life of probable mains. The  gentlemen who  took the opposite 
side, and said that electrolysis would do no harm, relied chiefly on 
the  fact  that nobody had  dug  up a  pipe, and,  exhibiting  it  to them, 
had said, “Here is a pipe  which  has been eaten  away  by your 
currents.” Water-mains  and gas-mains  were  not laid  in  conduits 
from which  they could be hauled now and  again for inspection. It 
was impossible for gas- and  water-engineers to go round  a district 
digging  up  the  ground to see whether  anything  had happened. 
Whether  anything would happen  in  the  future was quite  another 
matter. If  there was  a  chance of damage, i t  was  much wiser to 
take  precautions  with a view to prevent  an accident or destruc- 
tion of property,  than  to  wait for such  a result before doing any- 
thing.  He looked forward  with much interest to the promised 
Paper  by Professors Ayrton  and  Perry,  and hoped some definite 
pronouncement would be forthcoming  as to whether electrolysis 
was a real  danger  or not. At present the facts  pointed to  the 
extreme  desirability of having  an  insulated  return,  similar  in 
principle to that  which was being used by Dr. Kennedy  in  the  new 
conduit system. 

&h. Cuing- Mr. G. C.  CUNINGHAY desired to  add a  few words on the subject 
ham. of electrolytic action. A fow years ago he  had  had some experi- 

ence in that connection in Montreal, where a very  extensive 
street-railway  system  had been laid down while he  was in 
charge. The same outcry  about  electrolytic action had been 
raised there ; and,  although  many  complaints  had been made as to 
the possibility of harm  being done to  the pipes, in no case had 
any  injury been brought to his notice or  in  any  way proved. The 
remarks of the previous  speaker on water-pipes  reminded him of 
a simple  expedient  which  he had used in Montreal  to  obviate the 
possibility of electrolytic action on such pipes. It was well 
known  that  the  action took place not where the  current  entered 
the pipes, but  where i t  left them. Taking  advantage of that fact, 
he  had suggested to a water-company  that, i f  they  had any fear 
or  doubt  about  the pipes being  injured, he would connect their 
pipes  to the  return  circuit of the power-house, and  in  that way, if 
the  current  got  into  the pipes, i t  would be  led directly back  to the 
generator,  and  therefore would not cause electrolysis. That  had 
been done, and  certainly since that time-whether in consequence 
of that device or  not  he  did  not know-no electrolytic action 
had been detected in  any of the water-pipes. That simple expedient 
might  perhaps be worth  bearing  in mind. 

blr. Bertram Mr. BERTRAX HOPKINSON, in reply,  remarked that he  would  first 
Hopkinson. deal shortly  with  the  question which had been most discussed, 
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namsly, electrolysis. There seemed to be two schools of opinion Mr. Bertram 
on that  matter. One of those schools was  represented by Mr. Hopkinson* 
Trotter  and  by Professor Kennedy. I t s  argument  was  that  there 
had been 6 or 7 years’ working of tramways in  England 
under  the rules, without  electrolysis;  therefore  the  rules were 
quite satisfaotory. He understood  Dr. Kennedy  to go farther 
than  that,  and  to hold that because the  rules were  made by  the 
Board of Trade  they  must be quite  right. Such arguments  might 
be  convenient in  dealing  with  questions  about  the effect  of 
those  rules  in  Parliamentary Committee Rooms. But  in  reply 
to them he  thought it was sufficient  to  point  out  that 6 or 7 
years  was  really scarcely adequate  to  enable  the effect or the 
propriety of the  rules to  be  judged. They were intended  to 
protect pipes  for at  least 15 to 20 years. That  was  the  thought 
that was probably  present in  the  minds of one or two gas- and 
water-engineers who had  spoken;  and he wished more of those 
gentlemen  had  entered  into  the discussion. Gas-engineers could 
not  sit down in perfect comfort on the basis of 7 years’ experience. 
I n  that connection Mr. Trotter  had enumerated a few  English 
tramways  which  had been working longer than  the  time mentioned. 
He  thought  that,  with  the exception of the  City  and  South London 
Railway,  which  was a peculiar case, the  instances cited by Mr. 
Trotter were all  tramways  in  country  districts;  and  he  did  not 
think it was fair  to  take  them as  a  proper  basis of experience. 
What  ought to be looked a t  was the effect of tramways  in cities, 
where  the rails ran over networks of pipes, and  where  there were 
large local differences of potential  in  the  rails: those  were the 
places which  should be  examined for corrosion. Such  tramways 
had  not been running  very  long  in England-6 or 7 years  at  the 
most. There  was a great  deal of difference of opinion on the 
point,  both a t  home and abroad. For example, in  Berlin a 
much smaller  fall of potential in  the  rails was  allowed than 
in  England;  and  he remembered  noticing, in  a  German book 
dealing  with  the subject,  a foot-note to  the  remarks  dealing  with 
the  Berlin rules, stating  that  the  English Board of Trade  laid 
down 7 volts,  which was undoubtedly  far too high. Among  those 
who  did  not  share Mr. Trotter’s and Dr. Kennedy’s optimism  on 
the subject  was Colonel Crompton, who considered that  the experi- 
ments  which  the  Authors  had made in  Leeds, were valuable  as  far  as 
they  went,  but were not sufficient-that they  did  not  tell  engineers 
all they  required to know. IIe  quite agreed that those experi- 
ments were far from being sufficient ; but  he  thought  they  had been 
made on right lines. Colonel Crompton had not said anything  to 
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Mr. Bertram indicate  what  further  experiments  he would propose, but  he  had 
Hopkinson. mentioned earth-plates,  and  had suggested that  the  National 

Physical  Laboratory  was  the proper  body to conduct the 
experiments. On that  point  he differed from Colonel Crompton. 
What  was  wanted was experiments  with  real pipes, and  not on 
earth-plates ; and it was necessary that  the  experiments should  be 
made by engineers, not in  the laboratory. Dr. Glazobrook would 
probably say  that  he  had no desire to conduct such  experiments; 
and  he  was  sorry  that  gentleman was not  present  to express his 
views on the  matter, because he  had  given  much  attention  to  it. 
He thought  every one would agree  with Mr. Trotter,  as  the 
Authors did, that  the Board-of-Trade rules could only  limit 
potential,  and  that  the  limits fixed must  be the same everywhere. 
The Board could not be asked to fix a fresh  set of limits for every 
tramway. In  the  Paper,  the  Authors  had  insisted  that  two factors 
determined  the  current-density,  and  therefore  the  amount of 
corrosion. One of these was the  potential,  which could be con- 
trolled by the Board of Trade ; the  other  equally  important factor 
was the resistance of the soil and of the bed of the  track,  and  that 
nobody could control. The  best  that could be done was to find 
out  what i t  was as nearly  as possible. I n  order  to  fill up  that  gap 
in  knowledge, experiments in many different  places  were needed, 
more or less on the  lines of those the  Authors  had  already carried 
out a t  Leeds. It was desirable  to find out  at  what  density  the 
currents  left  the pipes with a given  fall of potential  in  the  rails. 
That  information  must be collated;  and  then it would be possible 
to see how engineers stood in the  matter. It would then be 
possible to fix the  limits of potential a t  a  figure  which, in  ninety- 
nine cases out of a hundred, would give protection to  all pipes  for 
the 15 to 20 years which  would  probably  be allowed to gas- and 
water-engineers as their due, even  by  tramway people. There 
were only two  other  points  in  the  question of electrolysis, which 
had been urged in criticism of the Authors’ suggestions. It had 
been stated  that  the proposed current-density  rule was impracti- 
cable, and could not  be enforced. He agreed  that i t  could not be, 
and  that only indirect means were available for enforcing i t  : 
this  was  distinctly mentioned in  the Paper. The  Authors pointed 
out  that,  in  framing rules, the  current-density  must be kept  in 
view. If the  matter  was to be discussed profitably, it was 
necessary  to arrive a t  some basis of agreement of this sort. That 
such an agreement  had  not been arrived a t  was shown by  the  fact 
that, on the one hand  there was Mr. Claude, whose views had 
gained wide acceptance, and who  said that  the  anticipated 
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corrosion was  not obtained with  the small currents  operating in  Mr. Bertrsm 
tramways ; and, on the  other  hand,  there was the  party of whose Hopkinson* 
views Professor Ayrton  was  perhaps  the most vigorous  exponent, 
which contended that  the  full corrosion to be expected was obtained. 
However,  those who  entertained  any  doubt on the  point  might try 
the  experiment for themselves. I t  was a  simple one, and those 
who  tried it would be able to  convince  themselves that  they  got 
exactly  what  the  theorists predicted in  the  way of corrosion. The 
other  point on which Mr. Trotter  had criticized the  Paper was the 
bonding of pipes to the rails. Referring to the Authors’ statement 
that  currents  uust be got out of the pipes at  the lowest possible 
current-density, Mr. Trotter  had advocated the use of a copper 
bond;  and had rather implied that  the  Authors  did not agree  with 
the copper-bond method of getting  the  currents  out of the rails. 
They  certainly did agree  with it, and considered i t  the  best  way 
of reducing  the  current-density ; the only point was that not quite 
all  the  current was got  out  through  the  bonds; some of it still 
went  into  the  earth. He need hardly  say  that  in  speaking of 
getting  out  the  current  at low current-densitJ  he meant that  part 
of the  current  which  went  into  the  earth. In reply to Mr. 
Jenkin’s  question  about  the Newcastle  feeder-diagram (Fig. 13, 
Plate l), potential was of course a relative matter. Any point 
on the  system  might be fixed upon-even the positive pole of 
the generator-as zero, the  potential  then  being fixed for all 
other points. In  the  instance referred to, zero potential of the rail 
had been fixed at  the  point ]narked 0 ”; and no doubt i t  would 
be  found in practice that  the water-pipes in  that system  were 
slightly  negative compared with  the rails, and  that  at  the  point 
marked -2,” the difference of potential between rail  and  pipe 
would  be  much less than 1 5 volt. Major Cardew had commented 
upon the Authors’ remarks  about  the proper power of motor to 
choose for cars, and  their  statement  that  the  cars should be capable 
of working, with  any load to  which  they would be  liable, a t  a speed 
of a t  least 12 miles  per  hour. Perhaps  that  point was stated a 
little too strongly.  With a short  incline of, say, 1 in 11, 50 yards 
long,  and  all  the  rest of the system quite flat, no engineer would 
dream of putting in motors large enough to  travel  up an indefinite 
gradient of 1 in  11 a t  12 miles  per hour. But  the Authors’ state- 
ment was practically  correct; because, supposing  the  average 
gradient  amounted  to 1 in 20, and  there  was one piece of 1 in 15, 
it would  be  found that  in order to accelerate well on the 1 in 20, 
up  to 8 or 10 miles per hour, the  cars would have  to be able  to 
travel  at  least 13 miles  per hour  up  the  incline of 1 in 15; so that 
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Mr. Bertram in most cases the  rule would  be  found to be not  far out. Dr. 
Hopkinson. Kennedy, Mr. Lacey, and one or two  other speakers had referred to 

the question of high-speed  engines, and  had criticized the  state- 
ment  that  an  inferior  design of dynamo  was  required. In writing 
those  words the  Authors  had had in  mind  rather  the experience of 
the  Parsons  turbine.  That  engine  ran  at  an  extraordinarily  high 
speed,  much higher  than  what was usually called " high speed," 
and  i t  had been found necessary to have  arrangements for altering 
the lead. He believed the makers now adopted some device which 
rendered that unnecessary. There was no doubt  that,  in theory, 
the  higher  the speed, the more difficult i t  was to  design a com- 
mutating  dynamo;  but  in practice it would  be found-as was 
said  in  the Paper-that  a  dynamo could be obtained which was 
good enough for practical purposes with speeds  such  as those 
of the  Willans  and Belliss  engines. The  Authors  had considered 
carefully  the Siemens bow, referred to  by Dr. Kennedy. They  had 
not  actually  had experience of it,  but  had inspected it on the 
Continent. There was one peculiar objection to it. The bow had 
a groove in  it,  and it was found  necessary to  keep  the groove 
greased  with vaseline. The consequence was  that  the  trolley-wire 
was covered with grease, and  there were  a good many complaints 
of the grease dropping  into  the road. That  had been mentioned 
to  them  as one of the chief objections to the Siemens bow : it did 
not  appear  to be a very serious one;  and  apart from it the bow 
seemed to  be  a good contrivance  to  adopt on English tramways. 
There  again, however, engineers were  met by  the  fact  that  they 
could only  buy American things for English  tramways  in  this 
country,  and Americans would only supply  the trolley-wheels. 
With  regard to the question of acceleration,  raised by Dr. Kennedy, 
the figures  mentioned by  him appeared, so far  as  they  related  to 
tram-cars,  to  be  accelerations  measured  over considerable periods 
of time-much in  excess, that was, of the 3 or 4 seconds to  which 
the figures for accelerations in  the  Paper referred. I n  stating  the 
acceleration of a car i t  must be  borne in  mind  that  this was an 
exceedingly  fluctuating  quantity,  which  in several seconds fell  to 
a fraction of its  initial value. It was  therefore to be expected 
that  the  average acceleration  over  a long period  should be 
only one-half or  one-third of the acceleration in  the first 3 or 
4 seconds. The  current-curve  in Fig. 8 had been determined 
by calculation from the speed- and tractive-effort curves of the 
G. E. 68 motor. Experimental confirmation of this  curve had 
been  obtained,  for times  subsequent  to  about 23 seonds,  by 
means of a  recording  ammeter on an  actual car. Up to 24 
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seconds the indications of the usual  type of recording  ammeter Mr. Bertram 
were  not  reliable. The current-curve  might therefore be regarded Hopkinson* 
as  giving  results obtained on an actual  car so far  as such  were 
obtainable. The speed-curve in the same  figure  was  calculated 
from the current-curve on the assumption of a  certain  constant 
relation  between the speed of the car  and  the  current  in  its motors 
-an assumption  justified by many  trials  both on cars and on 
motors  separate  from  them. The Authors  considered that  the 
use of a recording  ammeter as a speed-indicator was the best 
practical  way of determining car-accelerations, as it admitted of 
more  accurate  measurement of the  time  than was possible with a 
stop-watch ; and  the record  itself showed how far  the  result had  been 
influenced by  that  important factor, the time  spent by the motor- 
man on the various notches. In  the  Paper therefore they referred 
only  to  this method of measuring  accelerations,  and  relied on it for 
confirmation of their calculated  results.' In reply  to Mr. Benedict's 

* Having  regard to Dr. Kennedy's question, however, it has been thought 
desirable to give such  confirmatim of the speed-curve as  could bc obtained by a 
different method, namely, measuring the  time  taken by a  car  to cover various 
known  distances from the  start. A car weighing  about S tons, and  equipped 
with two G.E. 58 motors, w~ts run backwards and  forwards over the same  level 
piece of road. Observations were kept of the voltage, which was found to be 
500 volts or' a little  less  during  the  early  part of each  trip, when the  current 
waa large,  and 525 volts  during  the  later  parts.  The  time  required  by  the car 
to cover measured  distances from the  start was taken by a stop-watch, and the 
f i s t  two columns in  the following Table  give  the  results  (each  the  mean of a 
large  number of observations), which may be  takeu  as correct to  within 0.2  
second :- 

Actual Distance. 

Feet. 
20 
40 
60 
80 

120 

-~ _I Actual Time. 

Seconds. 
3 . 6  
5 . 3  
7 .1  
8.4 
11.3 

' Calculated Distance 

Feet. 
- 

21.5 
40.0 
61.0 
76.0 

115.0 

The  third column gives the distance  which  should be travelled in t l x  time 
given in  the second, calculated  by  integration of the speed-curve in Fig. 8 of the 
Paper.  The  agreement is close enough  to show that  this curve corresponds 
substantially  with  the  facts.  The very  close agreement  must  indeed be largely 
a matter of chance, as, owing to various differences between the conditions of 
experiment and those assumed in  the  Paper, differences of 15 per  cent. between 
calculated  and observed results were not  unexpected ; apparently  these  various 
differences have balanced one another.-Anmoss, Dec. 1902. 
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Mr. Bertram question as to  depreciation of cables, the  actual  rate quoted by the 
Hopkinsnn* makers for maintenance of cables for limited periods-up to 

G years  was  the most he  had  had experience of-varied between 
If and 2 per  cent. In the  Paper, 4 per cent. had been  mentioned 
to  give a margin,  the  real  point  being  that a cable could be 
maintained, and depreciation  allowed for, for less than  that 
figure. As to  the adoption of American  practice in  England,  Sir 
William Preece had  dealt so ably  with  that subject that he did 
not  think it was  necessary for him  to say anything  further. 
Mr. Lacey had mentioned that  at Liverpool the system had been 
started  with high-speed  engines. The  Authors  had  had a good deal 
to do with  the first line  at Liverpool, and  he  thought  the reason 
high-speed engines  had been used there, a t  any rate  at first,  was 
that  the  engines  had been already  there,  generating  current for 
lighting. As to the tachograph-records of the speed-variation,  when 
the  Authors spoke of speed-variation they  meant  the  actual varia- 
tion, namely, the  temporary increase on throwing off the load. 
The temporary  increase  was shown on the  records; and, as Mr. 
Lacey  had said, it was  quite easy to  get a permanent increase of 
much less than  the 8 to 10 per cent.  referred to  in  the Paper. 
He thought many specifications had been drawn  asking for a 
very  small  temporary  increase; and the  point made by  the 
Authors was that, so far as temporary increase went,  the  tram- 
way  engineer  might be content  with a  comparatively high 
figure. With reference to  the comparative efficiency of steam- 
engines  and dynamos, the  Authors did not mean  to reflect in  any 
way upon the  ability of mechanical  engineers in  saying  that  the 
design of steam-engines had not attained  to  the perfection of 
dynamo-design ; but merely  to emphasize the difficulties with  which 
they  had  to contend. Mr. Jackson  had  stated  that while the possible 
efficiency of a  steam-engine was  about 30 per cent., what  had been 
actually obtained was  about 20 per cent. Even  adopting those 
figures, the  ratio 20 : 30 fell  considerably short of what dynamo- 
designers  had achieved. With  regard to  rail-joints, the  Authors 
had  unfortunately found it  quite impossible to  put  into  the  Paper 
anything more than a few points  about  the electrical  equipment. 
I t  was true  that,  as Mr. Jackson  had said, the loss of  ener,+n 
the  rails  was  not  worth  considering from the  point of view of its 
value. In that respect the  rails were in  the same position as electric- 
lighting feeders ; but  the  fall of potential had to be kept  within cer- 
tain  narrow  limits,  and  that was the  point of view from which  the 
matter  must  be looked at. The cost of the power lost in  the  rails 
was  a  mere  bagatelle, a8 i t  was in  many cases in  electric-lighting 
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feeders. Mr. Jackson’s explanation of the  way  in  which a rail 1 1 ~  Beytram 
wore, owing to  a car  going over it,  was  ingenious ; but  he  thought Hopkinson. 
there was a simpler  explanation of it, which,  however, might  in  the 
end  amount  to  the same thing. If there  was a loose joint (and he 
believed the  wear  was  nearly  always  greater  at a loose joint), 
the rail-head which  the  car  was jus t  leaving  was  perhaps 4 inch 
below the rail-head i t  was  meeting. The  result was that  the 
car had  to  rise  quickly  through  inch : consequently i t  jumped, 
and came down on the  track  an  inch  or  two  farther on;  and 
this  gave rise  to the depression in  the  rail to  which Mr. Jackson 
had referred. As to thermit welding, he  was  not  familiar  with 
Sir William Roberts-Austen’s researches on diffusion of metals, 
but  he supposed the diffusion of carbon must be a very slow 
process, the effect of which would not be evident for many 
years. Although carbon could not be added to  the  iron used, 
nearly  everything else usually  found  in iron, such  as manganese 
and silicon,  could  be put in. With a little experience i t  would 
probably  be possible to produce  a thermit  iron  which would meet 
all  requirements in respect of hardness, and would be  practically 
the same, in  its mechanical  properties, as  the steel  rail. In 
conclusion he wished to acknowledge the Authors’ indebtedness, 
for various information,  to Mr. Le Rossignol, the  able  general 
manager of the Newcastle tramways,  to whose management  was 
due a large  part of the  credit for the  remarkable works-costs 
which  had been obtained ; also to Mr. Burbridge,  the  engineer of 
the Leeds  tramways, and  to  his assistants, Mr. Livesay and Mr. 
Jeken, who had helped  considerably in  the  experiments  at Leeds. 
He also  wished to thank  the members for the  kind  attention  given 
to the Paper. 

Correspondence. 
Nr. ROLLO APPLEYARD remarked, with  regard to the estimates of Mr. *ppbard.  

current-density mentioned by  the  Authors  at p. 76, that it might 
be  well  to  indicate  the difficulties which arose when  an  attempt 
was made to calculate,  from the basis of academical tests on plate 
electrodes, the  quantitative conditions  for  pipes subject  to erosion. 
For example, the Authors, at  the place  cited,  appeared  to have 
estimated  current-density  by assuming that  the resistance offered 
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